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Abstract
We present the Fro¨hlich-Spencer proof of the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless transition. Our
treatment includes the proof of delocalization for the integer-valued discrete Gaussian free field
at high temperature and the proof of existence of a phase with power-law decay of correlations in
the plane rotator model with Villain interaction, both in two dimensions. The treatment differs
from the original in various technical points and we hope it will be of benefit to the community.
1 Introduction
Berezinskii [1, 2] and Kosterlitz and Thouless [14, 15] predicted in 1972 the existence of new types
of phase transitions leading to topological phases of matter. These theoretical discoveries were the
basis for the award of the 2016 Nobel prize in Physics to Haldane, Kosterlitz and Thouless. Fro¨hlich
and Spencer [9] proved these predictions with mathematical rigor in a celebrated 1981 paper. The
Fro¨hlich-Spencer proof yielded a wealth of information on many two-dimensional models of statistical
physics: Delocalization for the integer-valued discrete Gaussian free field and the Solid-On-Solid
model at high temperature, the absence of Debye screening in the Coulomb gas at low temperature,
the existence of a phase with power-law decay of correlations (the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless
phase) in the plane rotator models with XY and Villain interactions at low temperature and in the Zn
clock models at large n and intermediate temperatures. Nevertheless, mathematical understanding
of the fine properties of these models remains incomplete with many outstanding open questions
(see Section 7). In this paper we present the Fro¨hlich-Spencer proof of the delocalization of the
integer-valued discrete Gaussian free field and the existence of the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless
phase in the plane rotator model with Villain interaction. While our proof is essentially the same as
the original, we have attempted to make the presentation accessible by providing a detailed overview
of the proof, organizing the arguments into additional intermediate steps and making various local
enhancements. We additionally chose to provide all arguments in finite volume (with estimates
uniform in the volume) to reduce the technical prerequisites on the side of the reader. A review of
some of the main differences from the original paper is in Section 1.8. It is hoped that this paper
will be of benefit to the community and provide further access to the remaining challenges.
1.1 Notation
In presenting the main results and throughout the paper we use the following notation.
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Let ΛfreeL , L ą 1, be the graph whose vertices are V pΛfreeL q “ t0, . . . , L ´ 1u2, and whose edges
EpΛfreeL q are all pairs tpa, bq, pc, dqu with t|a´ b|, |c´ d|u “ t0, 1u.
Let ΛperL , L ą 1 even, be the graph whose vertices are V pΛperL q “ t0, . . . , L ´ 1u2, and whose
edges EpΛperL q are all pairs tpa, bq, pc, dqu with pa, bq, pc, dq equal in one coordinate and differing by
exactly one modulo L in the other coordinate. We require L to be even so that ΛperL is bipartite.
Let ΛzeroL , L ą 1, be the multigraph whose vertices are V pΛzeroL q “ V pΛfreeL q
Ťtzu and whose
edges are EpΛfreeL q adjoined with an edge tj, zu, for each j P V pΛfreeL q, of multiplicity 4 minus the
degree of j in ΛfreeL (so that each j P V pΛzeroL q has degree 4 in ΛzeroL ).
We call Λ a square domain if Λ is either ΛfreeL , Λ
per
L or Λ
zero
L for some L ą 1 (L even for ΛperL )
and distinguish the cases by saying that Λ has free, periodic or zero boundary conditions (b.c.),
respectively.
For a finite, connected graph Λ and j, ℓ P V pΛq we write j ∼ ℓ to denote that j and ℓ are adjacent.
We write distpj, ℓq for the graph distance between j and ℓ and distpA,Bq :“ minjPA,ℓPB distpj, ℓq for
A,B Ă V pΛq. We define the finite difference Laplacian ∆Λ of Λ as the linear operator satisfying
p∆Λfqpjq :“
ÿ
ℓ:ℓ∼j
fℓ ´ fj (1.1)
(with both terms inside the sum, so that fpjq is multiplied by the degree of j). We define ∆´1Λ to
be the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of ∆Λ, characterized by requiring that ∆
´1
Λ be linear and
∆Λ∆
´1
Λ f “ ∆´1Λ ∆Λf “ f for every f : ΛÑ R with
ÿ
jPΛ
fpjq “ 0, ∆´1Λ f “ 0 for constant f . (1.2)
We call ´∆´1Λ the Green function of Λ. For notational simplicity, we identify Λ with V pΛq when no
ambiguity can arise. For f, g : ΛÑ R we write
xf, gy :“
ÿ
jPΛ
fjgj .
1.2 Discrete Gaussian Free Field
The discrete (or lattice) Gaussian free field on a finite, connected graph Λ at inverse temperature
β ą 0, normalized to take values in r´π, πq at a given v P Λ, is the measure on φ : ΛÑ R given by
dµGFFβ,Λ, vpφq :“
1
ZGFFβ,Λ,v
¨ exp
«
´ β
2
ÿ
j∼ℓ
pφj ´ φℓq2
ff
1r´π,πq
`
φv
˘ź
jPΛ
dφj , (1.3)
where dφj is the Lebesgue measure on R, and the normalization constant Z
GFF
β,Λ,v makes µ
GFF
β,Λ, v into
a probability measure. We emphasize that in the sum over j ∼ ℓ each edge of Λ is counted exactly
once. We write EGFFβ,Λ,v for the corresponding expectation.
The normalization φv P r´π, πq, instead of the more standard requirement that φv “ 0, is chosen
with a view towards Section 1.5 below, where we augment the above definition with the addition of
2π-periodic single-site weights. This choice does not affect the distribution of the gradients pφj´φℓq,
j, ℓ P Λ, for the discrete Gaussian free field.
For every f : ΛÑ R satisfying řjPΛ fj “ 0 it holds that
E
GFF
β,Λ,v
”
exφ,fy
ı
“ exp
ˆ
1
2β
xf,´∆´1Λ fy
˙
, (1.4)
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as one sees with the change of variables φj Ñ φj ` σj, where σ : ΛÑ R is the solution of" p´∆Λqσ “ 1β f
σv “ 0 . (1.5)
The equality (1.4) remains valid also when f is allowed to take complex values (but still sums to 0),
by analytic continuation.
1.3 Integer-Valued Discrete Gaussian Free Field
The integer-valued discrete Gaussian free field on a finite, connected graph Λ at inverse temperature
β ą 0, normalized to equal 0 at a given v P Λ, is the measure on m : ΛÑ Z given by
dµIVβ,Λ,vpmq :“
1
ZIVβ,Λ,v
exp
«
´ β
2
ÿ
j∼ℓ
pmj ´mℓq2
ff
dδ0pmvq
ź
jPΛztvu
dcountpZqpmjq
where δ0 is the Dirac delta measure at 0, dcountpZq is the counting measure on Z, and the normalization
constant ZIVβ,Λ,v normalizes the measure µ
IV
β,Λ,v to be a probability measure. We write E
IV
β,Λ,v for the
corresponding expectation.
Our main interest is in computing EIVβ,Λ,v rF pmqs for functionals F : ZΛ Ñ R which are invariant
under translation by constant functions (i.e., F pmq “ F pm ` cq for constant c : Λ Ñ Z). We note
that for such functionals, the expectation is independent of the choice of v P Λ, i.e.,
E
IV
β,Λ,v1
rF pmqs “ EIVβ,Λ,v2 rF pmqs , v1, v2 P Λ.
It is well known that the integer-valued discrete Gaussian free field is localized at low temperature,
as follows from standard Peierls-type arguments. For instance, that there exist absolute constants
β0, C ą 0 for which
E
IV
β,ΛfreeL ,p0,0q
“pmj ´mkq2‰ ď C, for all L ą 1, j, k P ΛfreeL and β ě β0.
Fro¨hlich and Spencer [9] prove the following theorem which establishes the existence of a roughening
transition for the integer-valued discrete Gaussian free field.
Theorem 1.1. For every ε ą 0, there exists β0 ą 0, such that the following holds for any square
domain Λ, with free or periodic b.c., and any β ă β0. For every f : ΛÑ R with
ř
jPΛ fj “ 0,
E
IV
β,Λ,v
”
exm,fy
ı
ě exp
” 1
2p1` εqβ xf,´∆
´1
Λ fy
ı
. (1.6)
Consequently, for such f,
E
IV
β,Λ,v
“xm, fy2‰ ě 1p1` εqβ xf,´∆´1Λ fy (1.7)
and, in particular, for some absolute constant c ą 0,
E
IV
β,Λ,v
”`
mj ´mk
˘2ı ě c
β
¨ logpdistpj, kq ` 1q, j, k P Λ.
The results of Fro¨hlich and Park [8, Section 3] imply the following proposition, which shows
that the fluctuations of the integer-valued discrete Gaussian free field are dominated by those of the
real-valued discrete Gaussian free field. The proof is based on the methods of Ginibre [11], and is
given in Section 5.2 for completeness. Thus the lower bounds of Theorem 1.1 are almost tight at
high temperature.
Proposition 1.2. For any finite, connected graph Λ, β ą 0, v P Λ and f : ΛÑ R with řjPΛ fj “ 0,
E
IV
β,Λ,v
”
exm,fy
ı
ď EGFFβ,Λ,v
”
exφ,fy
ı
“ exp
ˆ
1
2β
xf,´∆´1Λ fy
˙
.
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1.4 Plane Rotator Model with Villain Interaction
The plane rotator model with Villain interaction, or simply the Villain model, on the graph ΛzeroL at
inverse temperature β ą 0, normalized to equal 0 at z P ΛzeroL (recalling that z stands for the ‘wired
boundary’ of ΛzeroL ), is the measure on θ : Λ
zero
L Ñ r´π, πq given by
dµVilβ,ΛzeroL
pθq :“ 1
ZVilβ,ΛzeroL
ź
j∼ℓ
ÿ
mPZ
e´
β
2
pθj´θℓ`2πmq2δ0pθzq
ź
jPΛzeroL ztzu
1r´π,πq
`
θj
˘
dθj
where dθj is the Lebesgue measure on R, and the normalization constant Z
Vil
β,Λzero
L
normalizes the
measure µVilβ,ΛzeroL
to be a probability measure. We write EVilβ,ΛzeroL
for the corresponding expectation.
McBryan and Spencer [17] establish a quantitative version of the Mermin-Wagner theorem,
showing that at all inverse temperatures β ą 0, for some absolute constants C, c ą 0,
E
Vil
β,ΛzeroL
“
cos θj
‰ ď Cpdistpj, zq ` 1q´c{β, j P ΛzeroL .
High-temperature expansion shows that the above expectation, in fact, decays exponentially in
distpj, zq for small β (see, e.g., [18, Section 2.4]). Thus, the following theorem of Fro¨hlich and
Spencer [9] proves the existence of a Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless transition in the Villain model.
Theorem 1.3. There exist β0, C ą 0 such that for every L ą 1 and every β ą β0,
E
Vil
β,Λzero
L
“
cos θj
‰ ě pdistpj, zq ` 1q´C{β , j P ΛzeroL .
1.5 Discrete Gaussian Free Field with Periodic Single-Site Weights
To prove Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.3 we consider the discrete Gaussian free field with periodic
single-site weights model, defined in (1.8) below. This model is the dual of the lattice Coulomb gas
model via the Sine-Gordon or Siegert representation, as discussed in [9].
We say that λ : RÑ R is a real, even, normalized trigonometric polynomial if
λpφq “ 1` 2
Nÿ
q“1
λˆpqq cospqφq,
for some integer N ą 0 and real pλˆpqqq, 1 ď q ď N . For notational convenience, we set λˆpqq “ 0 for
q ą N . For a finite, connected graph Λ, β ą 0, v P Λ and
λΛ :“ pλjqjPΛ
real, even, normalized trigonometric polynomials, we define a, not necessarily positive, measure on
φ : ΛÑ R by
dµβ,Λ,λΛ,vpφq :“
1
Zβ,Λ,λΛ,v
ź
jPΛ
λjpφjqdµGFFβ,Λ, vpφq, (1.8)
where
Zβ,Λ,λΛ,v :“
ż ź
jPΛ
λjpφjqdµGFFβ,Λ, vpφq.
It will be shown in Theorem 1.6 below that Zβ,Λ,λΛ,v ą 0 under the conditions of our main theorem,
Theorem 1.5, so that µβ,Λ,λΛ,v is well defined. Corresponding to our previous notation, we denote
by Eβ,Λ,λΛ,v the integration against µβ,Λ,λΛ,v operation, bearing in mind that µβ,Λ,λΛ,v may not be a
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positive measure. We note that µβ,Λ,1,v “ µGFFβ,Λ, v, where 1 denotes the vector of polynomials which
are identically equal to 1.
Our main interest is in computing Eβ,Λ,λΛ,v rF pφqs, for functionals F : RΛ Ñ R, which are
invariant to translation by a constant function (i.e., F pmq “ F pm ` cq, for a constant function
c : Λ Ñ R). Our choice of normalization, the requirement that φv P r´π, πq, implies that for such
functionals, integrals are independent of the choice of v,
Eβ,Λ,λΛ,v1 rF pφqs “ Eβ,Λ,λΛ,v2 rF pφqs , v1, v2 P Λ.
1.6 Main Theorem
Definition 1.4 (Sub-Gaussian Condition). We say that λ : R Ñ R is pΓ, η, θq-sub-Gaussian, if λ
is a real, even, normalized trigonometric polynomial, and
|λˆpqq| ď Γ ¨ exp
„ˆ
η ` θ
β
˙
q2

, q ě 1. (1.9)
Theorem 1.5. For any Γ ą 0, η P R, 0 ď θ ă 1{16, and ε ą 0, there exists β0 ą 0 such that
the following holds. Let Λ be a square domain, with free or periodic b.c., v P Λ, λΛ “ pλjqjPΛ be a
collection of pΓ, η, θq-sub-Gaussian polynomials, β ă β0, and f : ΛÑ R satisfy
ř
jPΛ fj “ 0. Then
Eβ,Λ,λΛ,v
“
exφ,fy
‰ ě exp „ 1
2p1 ` εqβ xf,´∆
´1
Λ fy

. (1.10)
We note that in the Gaussian free field case, when λΛ “ 1, the lower bound in the right-hand
side of (1.10) is close to the exact expression (1.4) for small β.
As Theorem 1.5 holds uniformly for sub-Gaussian trigonometric polynomials λj, j P Λ, with
given parameters Γ, η, θ, it follows that its statement may be extended to 2π-periodic λj : R Ñ R,
j P Λ (or 2π-periodic measures) obtained as suitable limits of such polynomials. We demonstrate
this technique by deducing Theorem 1.1 from Theorem 1.5, in Section 5.1. One may also use this
technique to change the normalization φv P r´π, πq in Theorem 1.5 to other normalization choices
including the standard normalization φv “ 0.
1.7 Renormalization Step
We state here the main step in the proof of Theorem 1.5, starting with a few definitions.
1.7.1 Densities, Ensembles and Charges
The support of a function f : ΛÑ R is
supp f :“ tj P Λ : fj ‰ 0u.
A (charge) density is a function ̺ : ΛÑ Z which is not identically zero. Its diameter is
dp̺q :“ max
i,jPsupp ̺
distpi, jq.
An ensemble is a finite (possibly empty) collection of charge densities whose supports are mutually
disjoint. For each density ̺, let j P supp ̺ be such that there exists k P supp ̺ with dp̺q “ distpj, kq,
with j chosen in some fixed arbitrary way when more than one option is available. Define
Dp̺q “ Djp̺q :“ tℓ P Λ : distpℓ, jq ă 2dp̺qu, (1.11)
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and say that j is the center of Dp̺q. Note that supp̺ Ă Dp̺q for densities with dp̺q ě 1.
The charge Qp̺q of a density ̺ is defined by
Qp̺q :“
ÿ
jPΛ
̺pjq.
A density ̺ is called neutral if Qp̺q “ 0; otherwise it is said to be charged or non-neutral. Observe
that dp̺q ě 1 for neutral ̺. We also denote
‖̺‖2 :“
dÿ
jPΛ
̺pjq2.
We remark that the above terminology originates from the Coulomb gas representation of the
model.
1.7.2 Renormalization Step Theorem
Let f : Λ Ñ R satisfy řjPΛ fj “ 0. The change of variables φj Ñ φj ` σj, where σ is defined in
(1.5), yields
Eβ,Λ,λΛ,v
“
exφ,fy
‰ “ 1
Zβ,Λ,λΛ,v
ż
exφ,fy
ź
jPΛ
λj
`
φpjq˘dµGFFβ,Λ, vpφq
“ 1
Zβ,Λ,λΛ,v
exp
ˆ
1
2β
xf,´∆´1Λ fy
˙ż ź
jPΛ
λj
`
φpjq ` σpjq˘dµGFFβ,Λ, vpφq.
(1.12)
Our main challenge, therefore, is to analyse the integral on the right-hand side of (1.12). The next
theorem expresses this integral as a convex combination of integrals arising from gradient fields with
positive interaction weights. This constitutes the main step in the proof of Theorem 1.5.
Theorem 1.6. Let Γ ą 0, η P R and 0 ď θ ă 1{16. There exist β0, c1 ą 0 such that the following
holds. Let Λ be a square domain, with free or periodic b.c., let v P Λ, let β ă β0, and let λj : RÑ R,
j P Λ, be a collection of pΓ, η, θq-sub-Gaussian polynomials. Then there exist:
• a finite collection of ensembles F ,
• positive pcN q, N P F , summing to 1,
• real pzpβ, ̺,N qq, ̺ P N , N P F ,
• functions ¯̺ : ΛÑ R for each ̺ P N , N P F
such that for every σ : ΛÑ R,ż ź
jPΛ
λjpφj ` σjqdµGFFβ,Λ, vpφq “
ÿ
N PF
cN
ż ź
̺PN
r1` zpβ, ̺,N q cospxφ, ¯̺y ` xσ, ̺yqsdµGFFβ,Λ, vpφq, (1.13)
and the following properties are satisfied for every N P F :
1. All charge densities ̺ P N are neutral.
2. For every ̺ P N ,
|zpβ, ̺,N q| ď exp
„
´c1
β
´
‖̺‖22 ` log2pdp̺q ` 1q
¯
. (1.14)
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3. For distinct ̺1, ̺2 P N , if dp̺1q, dp̺2q P r2k ´ 1, 2k`1 ´ 2s, k ě 1, then Dp̺1q XDp̺2q “ H.
We remark that the proof also shows that for each ̺ P N , N P F , the function ¯̺ is supported
within Dp̺q and is neutral in the sense that řj ¯̺j “ 0, but this will not be used in the sequel.
The advantage of the representation given by (1.13) is that each term in the product on the
right-hand side is explicitly positive, by (1.14), and involves only the gradients of σ, since each ̺ is
neutral. Moreover, terms in which the density ̺ has large diameter or norm are damped by (1.14)
and thus, in a sense, the main contribution to the right-hand side comes from densities ̺ with small
diameter and norm.
In Section 2 we present an overview of the proof of Theorem 1.6, and in Sections 4.1, 4.2, 4.3
we elaborate on the more technical parts of the proof. Theorem 1.5 is deduced from Theorem 1.6
in Section 3.
1.8 Main Differences from the Paper of Fro¨hlich-Spencer
The proof presented in this paper is essentially the proof given by Fro¨hlich and Spencer [9] for show-
ing the delocalization of the two-dimensional integer-valued Gaussian free field at high temperature
and the existence of the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) transition for the two-dimensional
plane rotator model with Villain interaction. The paper [9] includes additional results, omitted
here, for other two-dimensional statistical physics models: Delocalization results are established for
integer-valued random surfaces with certain non-Gaussian interaction functions, such as the Solid-
On-Solid model, which allows to conclude the existence of the BKT transition for the standard
plane rotator model (XY model) and for the Zn clock models at intermediate temperature ranges.
The paper [9] also includes a discussion of the duality relation of the lattice Coulomb gas with mea-
sures of the type µβ,Λ,λΛ,v, defined in (1.8), by the so-called Sine-Gordon or Siegert representation
[7, 10, 19], and proves the absence of Debye screening in the Coulomb gas at fixed activity z and
low temperature. In this regard we mention that later works by Dimock-Hurd [4], Marchetti-Klein
[16] and Falco [5, 6] studied the behaviour of the lattice Coulomb gas at low activity z and extended
the results of [9] up to the conjectured threshold β “ 8π.
The proofs in [9] are conducted for the infinite-volume measures. For instance, when discussing
random surfaces, one starts with the infinite-volume gradient Gibbs state of the discrete Gaussian
free field and requires it to be integer-valued, or adds a periodic weight to it, on a finite subset of the
lattice. In our treatment we chose to define all measures in finite volume (with the obtained estimates
uniform in the volume) as we hope that this reduces the technical prerequisites required on the side
of the reader. This choice leads to the less standard normalization condition that φv P r´π, πq in
our definition of the discrete Gaussian free field (Section 1.2), but then has the benefit of allowing to
eliminate the non-neutral densities (see Section 2.3.1) produced by the renormalization construction
in Theorem 2.2 at an earlier stage than in [9]. In addition, we provide Theorem 1.5 in which
different periodic weights are allowed at different lattice sites. This allows to pass to the more
standard φv “ 0 normalization and provides flexibility in taking infinite-volume limits (e.g., putting
an integer-valued constraint on a finite subset of the lattice and removing all other weights in order
to recover the setting of [9]).
We have included the somewhat technical statement of Theorem 1.6 already in the introduction,
as it forms the central ingredient in the proof of the main theorem, with its proof occupying the
bulk of this paper. Theorem 1.6 provides an equality which, as such, may be of use in deducing
further properties of the integer-valued, or otherwise periodically weighted, discrete Gaussian free
field. We have also included a detailed proof overview for Theorem 1.6 in Section 2, which breaks
the proof into several intermediate steps, in an attempt to make the argument more accessible.
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Our treatment differs somewhat from [9] in the presentation and use of the spin wave functions.
We have chosen to construct and highlight the properties of a single spin wave for each charge
density (see Proposition 2.4). The use of complex translation with the constructed spin waves in
Section 2.3.3 is then correspondingly modified from the treatment in [9].
We have included the statement and proof of Proposition 1.2, which bounds the fluctuations
of the integer-valued discrete Gaussian free field from above, as it highlights the near-tightness of
Theorem 1.1 at high temperature.
On the more technical side, a significant change to the notation is that our β corresponds to 1
β
in [9] in the discussion of random surface models. The reason for this is that the β in [9] corresponds
to the inverse temperature parameter in the Coulomb gas model which is in duality (which maps
β to 1
β
) with the discrete Gaussian free field with periodic weights. As our focus is on the latter
model we preferred to use its natural inverse temperature notation. Our treatment of the random
surface models in Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.5 allows for free or periodic boundary conditions.
These are also the allowed boundary conditions in the main part of [9] but an explanation of the
required modifications to handle zero boundary conditions appears there in Appendix D.
2 Theorem 1.6 - Proof Overview
In this section we explain the derivation of Theorem 1.6, proving some of the required statements,
and leaving some for later sections.
Fix Λ a square domain, with free or periodic b.c., v P Λ, β ą 0, and λj : R Ñ R, j P Λ real,
even, normalized trigonometric polynomials, for the rest of the section.
Fix also
3{2 ă α ă 2, M “ 216. (2.1)
We remark that the value of α is important in works studying the behaviour of the Coulomb gas at
low activity z, see Section 1.8.
For two charge densities ̺1, ̺2, denote
distp̺1, ̺2q :“ min
iPsupp ̺1
jPsupp ̺2
distpi, jq.
2.1 Square-Covering of Densities
We start by defining a 2k ˆ 2k square, k ě 0. If Λ “ ΛfreeL , we say that s Ă ΛfreeL is a 2k ˆ 2k square
if
s “ tpc, dq P ΛfreeL : c´ a, d´ b P t0, 1, . . . , 2k ´ 1uu,
for some pa, bq P ΛfreeL . If Λ “ ΛperL , we say that s Ă ΛperL is a 2k ˆ 2k square, if
s “ tpc, dq P ΛperL : pc´ aq mod L, pd´ bq mod L P t0, 1, . . . , 2k ´ 1uu,
for some pa, bq P ΛperL . We also assume that a 2k ˆ 2k square s contains 2k`1 points, unless 2k ą L,
in which case s “ Λ.
We define a notion of a cover of a density ̺, at different length scales. For any integer k ě 0, let
Skp̺q be a minimal collection of 2k ˆ 2k squares covering the support of ̺. By minimal we mean
that Skp̺q is chosen such that its cardinality, |Skp̺q|, is minimal. The precise choice of Skp̺q,
when more than one minimal collection exists, is described later, in Section 4.3.4, and is only of
relevance there. Note that |S0p̺q| “ |supp ̺|, and that |Skp̺q| “ 1 for all k ě log2pdp̺q ` 1q.
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Denote also
Ap̺q :“
np̺qÿ
k“0
|Skp̺q| when dp̺q ě 1 and Ap̺q :“ 0 when dp̺q “ 0, (2.2)
where
np̺q :“ rlog2pM ¨ dp̺qαqs. (2.3)
Define S sepk p̺q, k ě 1, as follows. If |Skp̺q| “ 1 then S sepk p̺q :“ H. Otherwise define S sepk p̺q
to be the sub-collection of those squares s1 in Skp̺q which are separated from all other squares in
Skp̺q, as made precise by
S
sep
k p̺q :“
 
s P Skp̺q : distps1, sq ě 2M2αpk`1q @s1 P Skp̺qztsu
(
. (2.4)
Note that the cardinality |S sepk p̺q| may depend on the exact choice of Skp̺q, when more than one
such minimal cover is possible.
The next proposition shows that the size of the cover pSkp̺qq, as measured by Ap̺q, is controlled
by the sizes of pS sepk p̺qq and the diameter dp̺q.
Proposition 2.1. There exists a positive absolute constant D1, such that for any density ̺,
log2pdp̺q ` 1q ď Ap̺q ď D1 ¨
˜
|S0p̺q|`
8ÿ
k“1
|S sepk p̺q|
¸
. (2.5)
Note that the sum in the right-hand side of (2.5) is finite, since |Skp̺q| “ 1 for k ą log2 dp̺q,
and therefore |S sepk p̺q| “ 0 for such k.
2.2 Expanding the Weights
ś
jPΛ λjpφpjq ` σpjqq as a Convex Combination of
Weights of Neutral Densities
In the first step in the proof of Theorem 1.6, we use the following theorem, with ψ replaced by φ`σ.
Theorem 2.2. There exists a positive absolute constant D2, a finite collection of ensembles F ,
positive pcN q, N P F , summing to 1 and real pKp̺qq, ̺ P N P F , such that for every ψ : ΛÑ R,ź
jPΛ
λjpψpjqq “
ÿ
N PF
cN
ź
̺PN
“
1`Kp̺q cospxψ, ̺yq‰ (2.6)
with the following properties satisfied for each N P F :
(a) There is at most one non-neutral density in N .
(b) Every distinct densities ̺1, ̺2 P N satisfy
distp̺1, ̺2q ěM rminpdp̺1q, dp̺2qqsα.
Moreover, if N contains a non-neutral density ̺c, then
distp̺, ̺cq ěM rdp̺qsα, ̺ P N , ̺ ‰ ̺c.
(c) For each decomposition of a neutral density ̺ P N into ̺ “ ̺1` ̺2, where ̺1, ̺2 are densities
with disjoint supports,
if distp̺1, ̺2q ě 2M rminpdp̺1q, dp̺2qqsα then ̺1, ̺2 are non-neutral.
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(d) The coefficients Kp̺q, appearing on the right-hand side of (2.6), satisfy for all neutral ̺ P N
0 ď |Kp̺q| ď eD2¨Ap̺q
ź
jPsupp̺
e̺pjq
2 ˇˇ
λˆjp|̺pjq|q
ˇˇ
. (2.7)
We present the proof of Theorem 2.2 in Section 4.2. We remark that the theorem remains valid
(with the same proof) for any α ą 1, with the choice of F depending on α.
Note that for each N P F , neutral ̺ P N , and each s P S sepk p̺q, necessarily the density
psX ̺qpjq :“
"
̺pjq j P s
0 j R s (2.8)
is non-neutral by (2.4) and property (c) of Theorem 2.2. This property is part of the motivation for
the definition of S sepk p̺q.
2.3 Measure Modification
In this section we discuss the integral of terms of the form
ś
̺PN r1 ` Kp̺q cospxφ, ̺y ` xσ, ̺yqs,
appearing on the right-hand side of (2.6), when replacing ψ by φ ` σ. Our goal is to modify
measures of the form ź
̺PN
r1`Kp̺q cospxφ, ̺y ` xσ, ̺yqsdµGFFβ,Λ, vpφq,
into positive measures with similar structure and same total mass, if β is small.
Theorem 2.3. There exists a positive absolute constant D3 such that the following holds. Let N
be an ensemble satisfying properties (a)-(c) of Theorem 2.2, then for every σ : ΛÑ R,ż ź
̺PN
r1`Kp̺q cospxφ, ̺y ` xσ, ̺yqsdµGFFβ,Λ, vpφq
“
ż ź
̺PN
Qp̺q“0
r1` zpβ, ̺,N q cospxφ, ̺` β∆Λa̺,N y ` xσ, ̺yqsdµGFFβ,Λ, vpφq,
(2.9)
with zpβ, ̺,N q P R and a̺,N : ΛÑ R independent of σ, and
|zpβ, ̺,N q| ď |Kp̺q| exp
”
´ 1
β
´ 1
16
‖̺‖22 `D3
8ÿ
k“1
|S sepk p̺q|
¯ı
. (2.10)
Moreover, if λj : RÑ R, j P Λ are pΓ, η, θq-sub-Gaussians for some Γ ą 0, η P R, 0 ď θ ă 1{16,
and if N satisfies (d) of Theorem 2.2, there exist constants β0, c1 ą 0, depending only on Γ, η, θ,
such that
|zpβ, ̺,N q| ď exp
„
´c1
β
´
‖̺‖22 ` log2pdp̺q ` 1q
¯
, 0 ă β ă β0. (2.11)
Note that Theorem 1.6 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.3. In the
rest of the section we discuss the proof of Theorem 2.3.
To this end, we fix an ensemble N satisfying properties (a)-(c) of Theorem 2.2, and σ : ΛÑ R.
We also denote for a density ̺ and a function a : ΛÑ R
Eβpa, ̺q :“ xa,̺y ´ β
2
ÿ
j∼ℓ
paj ´ aℓq2 “ xa,̺y ´ β
2
xa,´∆Λay. (2.12)
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2.3.1 Step 1: Removing the Non-Neutral Density
We first deal with the non-neutral density in N , if it exists, by showing that the integral on the
left-hand side of (2.9) is unchanged by its removal. We remark that this is the part of the proof in
which we make use of the restriction φv P r´π, πq. Denote the non-neutral density by ̺c and write
N0 :“ N zt̺cu. (2.13)
Then ż ź
̺PN
r1`Kp̺q cospxφ, ̺y ` xσ, ̺yqsdµGFFβ,Λ, vpφq
“
ż ź
̺PN0
r1`Kp̺q cospxφ, ̺y ` xσ, ̺yqsdµGFFβ,Λ, vpφq
`
ż
Kp̺cq cospxφ, ̺cy ` xσ, ̺cyq
ź
̺PN0
r1`Kp̺q cospxφ, ̺y ` xσ, ̺yqsdµGFFβ,Λ, vpφq.
(2.14)
We prove that the second term, in the last sum vanishes. To see this, we change variables in the
left-hand side of (2.14), to
ψk :“
"
φv k “ v
φk ´ φv k ‰ v .
Since for every ̺ P N
xφ, ̺y “ φvQp̺q `
ÿ
jPΛ
pφj ´ φvq̺j “ ψvQp̺q `
ÿ
j‰v
ψj̺j ,
xφ,´∆Λφy “
ÿ
j∼ℓ
pφj ´ φℓq2 “
ÿ
j∼ℓ
j,ℓ‰v
pψj ´ ψℓq2 `
ÿ
j∼v
ψ2j ,
and since Qp̺cq is an integer, it holds thatż
Kp̺cq cospxφ, ̺cy ` xσ, ̺cyq
ź
̺PN0
r1`Kp̺q cospxφ, ̺y ` xσ, ̺yqsdµGFFβ,Λ, vpφq
“
ż
h1pψq
ˆż π
´π
cosrψvQp̺cq ` h2pψqs ¨ dψv
˙ ź
v‰kPΛ
dψk “ 0,
where h1, h2 are independent of ψv.
2.3.2 Step 2: Constructing a Spin Wave for Neutral Densities
Let ̺ P N0 be some density, and consider the set of densities in N0 of smaller or comparable
diameter, defined by
N0p̺q :“ t̺1 P N0 : dp̺1q ď 2dp̺q, ̺ ‰ ̺1u. (2.15)
We also denote
D`p̺q :“ tj P Λ : distpj,Dp̺qq ď 1u. (2.16)
Proposition 2.4 (Spin Wave Existence). There exists a positive absolute constant D3 (independent
of N ), such that the following holds. For each ̺ P N0 there exists a function a̺,N0 : ΛÑ R, denoted
by a̺ “ a̺,N0 for clarity of notation, with the following properties:
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1. For every ̺1 P N0p̺q, a̺ is constant on D`p̺1q.
2. supppa̺q Ď Dp̺q. In particular, by (2.1) and property (b) of Theorem 2.2, suppa̺ and supp ̺1
are disjoint for ̺1 P N0zN0p̺q.
3. suppp∆Λa̺q Ă Dp̺q.
4.
Eβpa̺, ̺q ě 1
β
˜
1
16
‖̺‖22 `D3
8ÿ
k“1
|S sepk p̺q|
¸
. (2.17)
We present the proof of Proposition 2.4 in Section 4.3. The construction requires α to be greater
than 3{2, and this is the only place where this condition is used.
2.3.3 Step 3: Complex Translations by the Spin Waves
The goal of this step is to show (2.9) with the condition (2.10), where the functions a̺ are the spin
waves constructed in the previous step.
For each ̺ P N0, let a̺ : Λ Ñ R be the function given by Proposition 2.4. We established in
step 1 thatż ź
̺PN
r1`Kp̺q cospxφ, ̺y ` xσ, ̺yqsdµGFFβ,Λ, vpφq “
ż ź
̺PN0
r1`Kp̺q cospxφ, ̺y ` xσ, ̺yqsdµGFFβ,Λ, vpφq.
Rewrite the right-hand side of the last equation asż ź
̺PN0
r1`Kp̺q cospxφ, ̺y ` xσ, ̺yqsdµGFFβ,Λ, vpφq
“
ÿ
n:N0Ñt´1,0,1u
ż ź
̺PN0
ˆ
Kp̺q
2
˙|np̺q|
ei¨np̺q¨pxφ,̺y`xσ,̺yqdµGFFβ,Λ, vpφq
“
ÿ
n:N0Ñt´1,0,1u
»
–ź
̺PN0
ˆ
Kp̺q
2
˙|np̺q|fiflż exp ”i ¨´Aφ, ÿ
̺PN0
np̺q ¨̺
E
`
A
σ,
ÿ
̺PN0
np̺q ¨̺
E¯ı
dµGFFβ,Λ, vpφq.
(2.18)
We apply the complex translation method of McBryan and Spencer [17] on every term of the right-
hand side of (2.18). The method in our case is based on the following equality, which is a consequence
of a change of integration contour,ż
eixφ,τydµGFFβ,Λ, vpφq “ e´Eβpa,τq
ż
eixφ,τ`β∆ΛaydµGFFβ,Λ, vpφq, τ, a : ΛÑ R,
ÿ
jPΛ
τj “ 0. (2.19)
For completeness, we detail the proof of (2.19) in Section 4.4. We remark that Fro¨hlich and Spencer
[9, Lemma 4.3, Section 6 and Section 7] apply complex translation also to certain non-Gaussian
measures, which requires a more general version of (2.19). These non-Gaussian measures arise
when analyzing the plane rotator model with XY interaction, Zn clock models and the Solid-On-
Solid models.
Let n : N0 Ñ t´1, 0, 1u and
an :“
ÿ
̺PN0
np̺q ¨ a̺ τn :“
ÿ
̺PN0
np̺q ¨ ̺
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Since, by the properties of Proposition 2.4, it holds that
xa̺, ̺1y “ 0, xa̺,∆Λa̺1y “ 0, ̺, ̺1 P N , ̺ ‰ ̺1,
we obtain,
Eβpan, τnq “
ÿ
̺PN0
ÿ
̺1PN0
np̺qnp̺1qxa̺, ̺1y ´ β
2
ÿ
̺PN0
ÿ
̺1PN0
np̺qnp̺1qxa̺,´∆Λa̺1y “
ÿ
̺PN0
|np̺q|Eβpa̺, ̺q.
Therefore, using (2.19),
»
–ź
̺PN0
ˆ
Kp̺q
2
˙|np̺q|fiflż exp ”i ¨ ´Aφ, ÿ
̺PN0
np̺q ¨ ̺
E
`
A
σ,
ÿ
̺PN0
np̺q ¨ ̺
E¯ı
dµGFFβ,Λ, vpφq
“
ż ź
̺PN0
ˆ
Kp̺q
2
e´Eβpa̺,̺q
˙|np̺q|
exp
”
i ¨ np̺q ¨ `xφ, ̺` β∆Λa̺y ` xσ, ̺y˘ıdµGFFβ,Λ, vpφq, (2.20)
which finishes the proof of (2.9) with the condition (2.10), for
zpβ, ̺,N q :“ Kp̺q ¨ exp
´
´ Eβpa̺, ̺q
¯
.
2.3.4 Step 4: Bounding the Coefficients zpβ, ̺,N q
In this step we finish the proof, by showing (2.11). The proof uses (2.7) and (2.10), together with
the sub-Gaussian condition.
We start by using θ ă 1
16
, and rewriting (2.5) as
Ap̺q ď D1|S0p̺q|` γD1
8ÿ
k“1
|S sepk p̺q|,
where γ ą 1 is large enough so that
1
16
´ D3
γ
´ θ ą 0. (2.21)
Using (2.10), (1.9) and (2.7) we obtain
|zpβ, ̺,N q| ď exp
«
D2 ¨Ap̺q `
ˆ
lnpΓq ` η ´
ˆ
1
16
´ θ
˙
1
β
˙
‖̺‖22 ´
D3
β
8ÿ
k“1
|S sepk p̺q|
¯ff
.
Applying the bounds on Ap̺q (Proposition 2.1), and assuming that β small enough, yields
|zpβ, ̺,N q| ď exp
„ˆ
lnpΓq ` η ´
ˆ
1
16
´ D3
γ
´ θ
˙
1
β
˙
‖̺‖22 ´
ˆ
D3
γD1β
´D2
˙
log2pdp̺q ` 1q

,
which finishes the proof, if β is small enough.
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3 Proof of Theorem 1.5
In this section we deduce Theorem 1.5 from Theorem 1.6. To this end, let Λ be a square domain
with free or periodic b.c., let v P Λ, let Γ ą 0, η P R, 0 ď θ ă 1{16, let λΛ “ pλjqjPΛ be a collection
of pΓ, η, θq-sub-Gaussian functions, let ε ą 0 and let f : ΛÑ R satisfy řjPΛ fj “ 0.
Using (1.5), (1.12), we obtain
Eβ,Λ,λΛ,v
“
exφ,fy
‰ “ Z´1β,Λ,λΛ,v exp
ˆ
1
2β
xf,´∆´1Λ fy
˙
Zβ,Λ,λΛ,vpσq, (3.1)
where
Zβ,Λ,λΛ,vpσq :“
ż ź
jPΛ
λjpφj ` σjqdµGFFβ,Λ, vpφq. (3.2)
Note that since Zβ,Λ,λΛ,vp0q “ Zβ,Λ,λΛ,v, our goal is to estimate
Zβ,Λ,λΛ,vpσq{Zβ,Λ,λΛ,vp0q. (3.3)
Let β0 be the positive number given by Theorem 1.6. The equality in that theorem states that
Zβ,Λ,λΛ,vpσq “
ÿ
N PF
cN ZN pσq, β ă β0
where
ZN pσq :“
ż ź
̺PN
“
1` zpβ, ̺,N q cospxφ, ¯̺y ` xσ, ̺yq‰dµGFFβ,Λ, vpφq. (3.4)
To estimate the ratio (3.3), we show that there exists β1 ą 0 such that for every N P F ,
ZN pσq
ZN p0q ě exp
´
´ εβ
2p1` εq
ÿ
j∼ℓ
pσj ´ σℓq2
¯
, β ă β1. (3.5)
This allows us to continue (3.1) using the fact thatÿ
j∼ℓ
pσj ´ σℓq2 “ xσ,´∆Λσy “ p1{β2qxf,´∆´1Λ fy,
and that the right-hand side of (3.5) is independent of N , and to obtain for β ă β1
Eβ,Λ,λΛ,v
“
exφ,fy
‰ ě exp ” 1
2β
xf,´∆´1Λ fy ´
ε
2p1` εqβ xf,´∆
´1
Λ fy
ı
“ exp
” 1
2p1 ` εqβ xf,´∆
´1
Λ fy
ı
.
This is the statement of Theorem 1.5, with β1 playing the role of β0. It remains to prove (3.5),
which we deduce from the following claims.
Claim 3.1. Let x, y P R and 0 ă |z| ă 1{8. There exists an absolute constant D4 ą 0 such that
1` z cospx` yq ě exp
ˆ
´z sinx sin y
1` z cos x ´D4|z|y
2
˙
p1` z cos xq. (3.6)
Claim 3.2. Let D ą 0. There exists 0 ă β2 ď β0 such that
ÿ
̺PN
|zpβ, ̺,N q| ¨ xσ, ̺y2 ď β
D
ÿ
j∼ℓ
pσj ´ σℓq2, β ă β2, N P F . (3.7)
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Let us first deduce (3.5) and then prove the claims. Fix N P F . Choose β3 using (1.14) so that
|zpβ, ̺,N q| ă 1
8
for all ̺ P N and β ă β3. We therefore obtain by Claim 3.1 that
ZN pσq
ZN p0q ě exp
“´D4 ÿ
̺PN
|zpβ, ̺,N q|xσ, ̺y2‰ ż eSpN ,φqZN p0q´1r1` zpβ, ̺,N q cosxφ, ¯̺ysdµGFFβ,Λ, vpφq
for β ă β3, where SpN , φq is defined to be the odd function (in φ)
SpN , φq :“ ´
ÿ
̺PN
zpβ, ̺,N q sinxφ, ¯̺y sinxσ, ̺y
1` zpβ, ̺,N q cosxφ, ¯̺y ,
and where we note that ZN p0q´1r1` zpβ, ̺,N q cosxφ, ¯̺ysdµGFFβ,Λ, vpφq defines a probability measure,
invariant under the mapping φ ÞÑ ´φ. Jensen’s inequality and Claim 3.2 applied withD :“ 2p1`εq
ε
D4
now imply that
ZN pσq
ZN p0q ě exp
`´D4 ÿ
̺PN
|zpβ, ̺,N q|xσ, ̺y2˘ ě exp
¨
˝´ εβ
2p1` εq
ÿ
j∼ℓ
pσj ´ σℓq2
˛
‚, β ă minpβ2, β3q,
establishing (3.5) with β1 :“ minpβ2, β3q.
Proof of Claim 3.1.
1` z cospx` yq “ 1` zpcos x cos y ´ z sinx sin yq
“ p1` z cos xq
ˆ
1` z
1` z cos xpcos xpcos y ´ 1q ´ sinx sin yq
˙
.
Now, using thatˇˇˇ
ˇ z1` z cos xpcos xpcos y ´ 1q ´ sinx sin yq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ď 37 , x, y, z P R, |z| ă 18 ,
lnp1` tq ě t´ 2t2, |t| ď 1
2
,
|sin t| ď |t|, cos t´ 1 ě ´1
2
t2, t P R,
ps´ tq2 ď 2ps2 ` t2q, s, t P R,
we obtain
ln
ˆ
1` z
1` z cos xpcos xpcos y ´ 1q ´ sinx sin yq
˙
ě z
1` z cos xpcos xpcos y ´ 1q ´ sinx sin yq ´
4z2
p1` z cos xq2 pcos
2 xpcos y ´ 1q2 ` sin2 x sin2 yq
ě ´z sinx sin y
1` z cos x ´D4|z|y
2.
Proof of Claim 3.2. Fix N P F and let ̺ P N . The fact that ̺ takes integer values and is neutral
allows us to express xσ, ̺y as
xσ, ̺y “
ÿ
j,ℓPDp̺q
j∼ℓ
ctj,ℓupσj ´ σℓq
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for integer ctj,ℓu satisfying |ctj,ℓu| ď 12
ř
j |̺pjq| ď 12‖̺‖22 (this may be seen by induction on }̺}1 :“ř
j|̺pjq|. The case that }̺}1 “ 2 is clear and otherwise we can decompose ̺ “ ̺1 ` ̺2 for neutral
densities ̺1, ̺2 supported in suppp̺q and having }̺1}1, }̺2}1 ă }̺}1). It follows by Cauchy-Schwarz
that
|xσ, ̺y|2 ď |Dp̺q| ¨ ‖̺‖42
ÿ
j,ℓPDp̺q
j∼ℓ
pσj ´ σℓq2.
Now, using (1.14) and setting 0 ă β2 ă β0 to be small enough, we obtain for each β ă β2 that
|zpβ, ̺,N q| ¨ xσ, ̺y2 ď β
D ¨ pdp̺q ` 1q
ÿ
j,ℓPDp̺q
j∼ℓ
pσj ´ σℓq2.
We use now property 3 of Theorem 1.6, which states that Dp̺1q, Dp̺2q are disjoint whenever
̺1, ̺2 P N are distinct densities satisfying that dp̺1q ` 1, dp̺2q ` 1 P r2k, 2k`1q for some k ě 1, and
conclude that
ÿ
̺PN
|zpβ, ̺,N q| ¨ xσ, ̺y2 ď β
D
ÿ
kě1
2´k
ÿ
̺PN
2kďdp̺q`1ă2k`1
ÿ
j,ℓPDp̺q
j∼ℓ
pσj ´ σℓq2 ď β
D
ÿ
j∼ℓ
pσj ´ σℓq2.
4 Completing the Proof of Theorem 1.6
In this section we prove Proposition 2.1, Theorem 2.2, Proposition 2.4 and (2.19). We fix Λ to be
a square domain with free or periodic b.c. and β ą 0 throughout the section.
4.1 Proof of Proposition 2.1
Fix a density ̺. The proposition is clear when dp̺q “ 0 so we assume that dp̺q ě 1. The lower
bound follows simply from the fact that
Ap̺q “
np̺qÿ
k“0
|Skp̺q| ě np̺q ` 1 “ rlog2pM ¨ dp̺qαqs ` 1 ě log2pdp̺q ` 1q.
The rest of the section is devoted to the proof of the upper bound. Set b :“ α ` 3 ` log2pMq and
define
γpkq :“ tα´1pk ´ bqu for k ě b integer.
The next lemma allows us to recursively bound |Skp̺q|.
Lemma 4.1. Let k ě b be an integer. If |Sγpkqp̺q| ě 2 then
|Skp̺q| ď 1
2
|Sγpkqp̺q|` |S sepγpkqp̺q|. (4.1)
We need a simple preparatory claim.
Claim 4.2. Let G “ pV pGq, EpGqq be a finite, non-empty simple graph with no isolated vertices.
Then V pGq is the union of t|V pGq|{2u sets, each of which has size 2 or 3 and is connected in G.
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Proof. It suffices to prove the claim when G is a tree. The proof then proceeds by induction on
|V pGq|. The claim is clear if |V pGq| ď 3. Otherwise, necessarily one has three distinct vertices
v1, v2, v3 P V pGq with v1 of degree 1, tv1, v2u, tv2, v3u P EpGq and either v2 has degree 2 or v3 has
degree 1. In both cases we take tv1, v2, v3u as one of the covering sets of V pGq. In the first case
we then proceed, using the induction step, after erasing v1, v2 from G and in the second case after
erasing v1, v3.
Proof of Lemma 4.1. We will show that
|Skp̺q| ď 1
2
|S 2γpkqp̺q|` |S sepγpkqp̺q| (4.2)
from which the lemma follows as |S 2
γpkqp̺q| ď |Sγpkqp̺q| by definition. We first note that ̺ is
covered by S sep
γpkqp̺qYS 2γpkqp̺q. The relation (4.2) follows if S 2γpkqp̺q “ H and otherwise will follow
by showing that S 2
γpkqp̺q can be covered by at most 12 |S 2γpkqp̺q| squares of side length 2k. To see
the last assertion, consider a graph G in which the vertex set is S 2
γpkqp̺q and two squares s1, s2 are
adjacent if distps1, s2q ă 2αγpkq`b “ 2M2αpγpkq`1q. The definitions of S 2γpkqp̺q, S sepγpkqp̺q and the
assumption |Sγpkqp̺q| ě 2 imply that there are no isolated vertices in G. Applying Claim 4.2 to G
reduces our task to showing that if ts1, s2, s3u Ď V pGq is connected then s1, s2, s3 may be covered
by a single square of side length 2k. Indeed, suppose distps1, s2q,distps2, s3q ă 2αγpkq`b. Then
dps1 Y s2 Y s3q ď dps1q ` dps2q ` dps3q ` distps1, s2q ` distps2, s3q ď 3 ¨ 2γpkq`1 ` 2 ¨ 2αγpkq`b´2 ă 2k
finishing the proof of the lemma.
In order to apply (4.1) we first check that |Sγpkqp̺q| ě 2 for b ď k ď np̺q. Indeed,
γpkq ď α´1pk ´ bq ď α´1pα log2 dp̺q ´ α´ 2q ď log2pdp̺q ` 1q ´ 1.
For each k ě b, we now iterate inequality (4.1) ℓpkq times, where ℓpkq is the maximal number
for which γℓpkqpkq ě 0 (γm denotes the m-fold composition of γ with itself). Thus,
|Skp̺q| ď 2´ℓpkq|Sγℓpkqpkqp̺q| `
ℓpkq´1ÿ
m“0
2´m|S sep
γm`1pkqp̺q| ď 2´ℓpkq|S0p̺q|`
ℓpkq´1ÿ
m“0
2´m|S sep
γm`1pkqp̺q|.
(4.3)
We now estimate ℓpkq. One checks by a simple induction that for k ě b,
α´mk ´ α` b
α´ 1 ď α
´mk ´ b
mÿ
j“1
α´j ´
m´1ÿ
j“0
α´j ď γmpkq ď α´mk ´ b
mÿ
j“1
α´j , 0 ď m ď ℓpkq. (4.4)
Set k0 :“ α`bα´1 . The lower bound in (4.4) immediately implies that
ℓpkq ě
#
0 0 ď k ă k0
log2pk{k0q
log2pαq otherwise
. (4.5)
Let m, j ě 0. We estimate the cardinality |Nm,j| of the sets
Nm,j :“ tk : γmpkq “ ju.
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Let k´ be the minimal and k` the maximal integer in Nj,m. Then by (4.4)
|Nm,j| “ k` ´ k´ ` 1 ď αm
m´1ÿ
ℓ“0
α´ℓ ` 1 ď αm
8ÿ
ℓ“0
α´ℓ ` 1 “ αm α
α´ 1 ` 1 ď α
m 2α
α´ 1 . (4.6)
Now, using (4.3) we have
Ap̺q “
np̺qÿ
k“0
|Skp̺q| ď |S0p̺q|
np̺qÿ
k“0
2´ℓpkq `
np̺qÿ
k“0
ℓpkq´1ÿ
m“0
2´m|S sep
γm`1pkqp̺q|. (4.7)
We continue by bounding both terms. First note that by (2.1) and (4.5)
np̺qÿ
k“0
2´ℓpkq ď
8ÿ
k“0
2´ℓpkq ď k0 `
8ÿ
k“k0`1
2´ℓpkq ď k0 `
8ÿ
k“k0`1
pk0{kq1{ log2pαq ă 8. (4.8)
Let kp̺q be the largest k for which S sepk p̺q ‰ H, so using (2.1) and (4.6)
np̺qÿ
k“0
ℓpkq´1ÿ
m“0
2´m|S sep
γm`1pkqp̺q| “
kp̺qÿ
j“0
ˆ np̺qÿ
k“0
ℓpkq´1ÿ
m“0
2´mδγm`1pkq,j
˙
|S sepj p̺q|
ď
kp̺qÿ
j“0
ˆ 8ÿ
m,k“0
2´mδγm`1pkq,j
˙
|S sepj p̺q| “
kp̺qÿ
j“0
ˆ 8ÿ
m“0
2´m|Nm`1,j|
˙
|S sepj p̺q|
ď
kp̺qÿ
j“0
ˆ
α
2α
α´ 1
8ÿ
m“0
`α
2
˘m˙
|S sepj p̺q| ď
4α2
pα´ 1qp2´ αq
8ÿ
j“0
|S sepj p̺q|. (4.9)
The upper bound in (2.5) follows by substituting (4.8) and (4.9) in (4.7).
4.2 Decomposition of the Weights as a Mixture of Ensembles
In this section we prove Theorem 2.2.
4.2.1 Additional Notation
A charge density ̺1 is said to be compatible with an ensemble E if
̺1 “
ÿ
̺PE
εp̺1, ̺q̺, with εp̺1, ̺q P t´1, 0, 1u.
Note that the εp̺1, ̺q are uniquely determined, as the densities in an ensemble have disjoint supports.
We say that an ensemble E1 is a parent of an ensemble E2, and write E1 Ñ E2, when every charge
density ̺ P E2 is compatible with E1. We say that a density ̺ is a constituent of a density ̺1, and
write ̺ Ă ̺1, when supp ̺ Ă supp̺1 and ̺pjq “ ̺1pjq for all j P supp ̺.
For an integer k ě ´1, an ensemble E is said to be an k-ensemble if
distp̺1, ̺2q ą 2k ̺1, ̺2 P E , ̺1 ‰ ̺2.
Denote also Akp̺q :“ |Skp̺q| for k ě 0 and set A´1p̺q :“ A0p̺q “ |supp̺|.
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4.2.2 The Basic Lemma
Lemma 4.3. Let k ě 0 and let E be an ensemble. There exists a positive absolute constant C1, a
finite family of k-ensembles F 1, with E Ñ E 1 for every E 1 P F 1, positive pcE 1q, E 1 P F 1, summing
to 1, and real pK 1p̺qq, ̺ P E 1 P F 1, such that for every ψ : ΛÑ R,ź
̺PE
p1`Kp̺q cosxψ, ̺yq “
ÿ
E 1PF 1
cE 1
ź
̺PE 1
p1`K 1p̺q cosxψ, ̺yq. (4.10)
For every E 1 P F 1, the following properties are satisfied for each ̺ P E 1:
1. For any two distinct densities ̺1, ̺2 Ă ̺, compatible with E ,
distp̺1, ̺2q ď 2k.
2. Let εp̺, ̺1q P t´1, 0, 1u be such that ̺ “ ř̺1PE εp̺, ̺1q̺1. Then
|K 1p̺q| ď 3|t̺*PE :distp̺,̺*qď2ku|
ź
̺1PE
|Kp̺1q||εp̺,̺1q|.
Moreover, if E is a pk ´ 1q-ensemble, then
|K 1p̺q| ď eC1Ak´1p̺q
ź
̺1PE
|Kp̺1q||εp̺,̺1q|. (4.11)
Proof of Lemma 4.3. The lemma follows from iterated application of the trigonometric identity
p1`K1 cosxψ, ̺1yqp1`K2 cosxψ, ̺2yq “ 1
3
p1` 3K1 cosxψ, ̺1yq ` 1
3
p1` 3K2 cosxψ, ̺2yq
` 1
6
p1` 3K1K2 cosxψ, ̺1 ´ ̺2yq ` 1
6
p1` 3K1K2 cosxψ, ̺1 ` ̺2yq, (4.12)
which expresses the left-hand side as a convex combination of expressions of the form 1`K cosxψ, ̺y.
Note that all densities on the right-hand side of (4.12) are compatible with t̺1, ̺2u.
We start by applying (4.12) to two arbitrary factors on the left-hand side of (4.10) corresponding
to two densities ̺1, ̺2 P E , for which
distp̺1, ̺2q ď 2k (4.13)
holds. (If there are no such factors, the lemma holds trivially). The right-hand side of identity
(4.12) is the inserted on the left-hand side of (4.10), replacing these two factors by a sum of four
terms, and by expanding, we obtain a sum of four products. If one of the resulting products contains
two factors corresponding to two charge densities, ̺11, ̺
1
2, satisfying (4.13), we apply identity (4.12)
again and expand the resulting expression into a sum of products. We repeat this operation until we
obtain a sum over products indexed by ensembles E 1 with the property that, for arbitrary ̺1, ̺2 P E 1,
distp̺1, ̺2q ą 2k. Note that after every application of (4.12), every product still corresponds to an
ensemble, i.e. all the densities in the product are with disjoint supports.
Clearly, the process yields cE 1 ą 0,
ř
γ cE 1 “ 1, and E Ñ E 1 for each E 1. Property (1) follows
directly from (4.13). We are left with proving property (2).
At intermediate stages of the above procedure, we haveź
̺PE
p1`Kp̺q cosxψ, ̺yq “
ÿ
I
cI
ź
̺PI
p1`KI p̺q cosxψ, ̺yq,
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with E Ñ I . Let ̺ P E 1, E 1 P F 1, and consider an intermediate ensemble I such that ̺ is
compatible with I (if ̺ is not compatible with I , further operations on the factors corresponding
to densities in I can never produce ̺). We consider all possible applications of identity (4.12) to
pairs t̺1, ̺2u Ă I :
i ˘̺1 Ă ̺, ̺2 X ̺ “ H, or
ii ˘̺2 Ă ̺, ̺1 X ̺ “ H, or
iii ˘̺1 Ă ̺,˘̺2 Ă ̺, or
iv ̺1 X ̺ “ H, ̺2 X ̺ “ H.
Clearly, in case (iv) the application of (4.12) have no effect on K 1p̺q.
In case (i), the term on the right-hand side of identity (4.12), for which ̺ is still compatible with
its ensemble, is the one in which ̺2 is eliminated (̺ is not compatible with the ensemble I2, of the
term for which ̺1 is eliminated, as psupp̺1q X pY̺PI1 supp ̺q “ H, and ̺ is also not compatible
with the ensembles I˘, for which ̺1 ˘ ̺2 P I˘, since ̺1 ˘ ̺2 cannot be separated any more).
Thus, the factor 3K1 will be a factor of K
1p̺q. Note that in every application of (4.12) of type (i),
distp̺, ̺1q ď 2k for some ̺1 Ă ̺2, ̺1 P E . Therefore, the total number of applications of identity
(4.12), of type (i), which affects K 1p̺q, is at most
|t̺1 P E : ̺X ̺1 “ H,distp̺, ̺1q ď 2ku|.
Case (ii) is the same as case (i), with ̺1 and ̺2 interchanged.
In case (iii), the term on the right-hand side of identity (4.12), for which ̺ is still compatible
with its ensemble, is either the one with a term of the density ̺1 ` ̺2, or the one with a term of
the density ̺1 ´ ̺2. In any case, the factor 3K1K2 will be a factor of K 1p̺q. The number of such
possible applications of (4.12) is exactly |t̺1 P E : ̺1 Ă ̺u|.
From the discussion of these cases, we now conclude that
|K 1p̺q| ď 3nE p̺q
ź
̺1PE
|Kp̺1q||εp̺,̺1q|,
where
nE p̺q :“ |t̺1 P E : distp̺, ̺1q ď 2ku|.
To finish the proof, we show that if E is a pk ´ 1q-ensemble then nE p̺q ď C1Ak´1p̺q, for some
positive absolute constant C1. First note that the case of k “ 0 holds trivially.
For ℓ ě 1, let A¯ℓp̺q be the minimal number of 2ℓ ˆ 2ℓ squares needed to cover tj P Λ :
distpj, supp ̺q ď 2ℓ`1u. Then A¯ℓp̺q ď 25Aℓp̺q.
Note that for any two distinct densities ̺1, ̺2 P E , it holds that distp̺1, ̺2q ą 2k´1, and therefore,
any 2k´1 ˆ 2k´1 square cannot intersect more than four different charges in E (if more than four
densities intersect such a square, divide the square into four 2k´2ˆ2k´2 squares, and so at least one
of these parts intersect two different densities. Therefore the distance between these two densities
is less or equal to 2k´1, which is a contradiction). Therefore we obtain
nE p̺q ď 4A¯k´1p̺q ď 100Ak´1p̺q.
We remark that the final F 1 of Lemma 4.3 may depend on the order in which we apply (4.12).
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4.2.3 Proof of Theorem 2.2
Let CpNjq “
řNj
q“1 e
´q2 . We write
λjpψq “
Njÿ
q“1
e´q2
CpNjq
´
1` 2 ¨ CpNjqeq2 λˆjpqq cospqψq
¯
,
and hence, ź
jPΛ
λjpψpjqq “
ÿ
~q
ξp~qq
ź
jPΛ
“
1` zjpqjq cospqjψpjqq
‰
, (4.14)
with
~q “ pqjqjPΛ P t1, 2, . . .uΛ, ξp~qq “
ź
jPΛ
e´q
2
j
CpNjq , zjpqjq “ 2CpNjqe
q2j λˆjpqjq. (4.15)
Note that
ř
~q ξp~qq “ 1.
Therefore, to prove Theorem 2.2, it is enough to show that there exists a positive absolute
constant D2, and a family F~q of ensembles, satisfying properties (a)-(d) of Theorem 2.2, such thatź
jPΛ
“
1` zpqjq cospqjψpjqq
‰ “ ÿ
N PF~q
c1N
ź
̺PN
r1`Kp̺q cosxψ, ̺ys, (4.16)
where c1
N
ą 0, N P F~q and
ř
N PF~q c
1
N
“ 1.
To prove this, we apply Lemma 4.3 iteratively, to an appropriately chosen k-ensembles, Ek.
Roughly speaking, we shall apply the lemma to ensembles which do not satisfy the assertions of
Theorem 2.2. We define the iterative process by induction. Let Q´1 :“ t̺jujPΛ where ̺j :“ qj ¨ δj ,
and let G´1 :“ H. Note that Q´1 is a p´1q-ensemble. Given Qk´1, Gk´1, k ě 0, define Qk to
be a k-ensemble in the following way. First, if |Qk´1zGk´1| ď 1, we set Qk :“ Qk´1, Gk :“ Gk´1.
Otherwise, apply Lemma 4.3 on E “ Qk´1zGk´1, which is a pk ´ 1q-ensemble, to obtainź
̺PQk´1
p1`Kp̺q cosxψ, ̺yq “
ź
̺PGk´1
p1`Kp̺q cosxψ, ̺yq
ź
̺PQk´1zGk´1
p1`Kp̺q cosxψ, ̺yq
“
ź
̺PGk´1
p1`Kp̺q cosxψ, ̺yq
ÿ
E 1PF 1
cE 1
ź
̺PE 1
p1`K 1p̺q cosxψ, ̺yq
“
ÿ
E 1PF 1
cE 1
ź
̺PE 1YGk´1
p1`K 1p̺q cosxψ, ̺yq.
For each E 1 P F 1 we set Qk “ Qk,E 1 :“ E 1YGk´1, and continue the iterations with each Qk “ Qk,E 1
separately. Given Qk, we define Gk by first setting Gk “ Gk´1, and then going over the neutral
densities ̺ P QkzGk´1, sorted in an ascending order of dp̺q, and setting Gk “ Gk Y t̺u if
distp̺1, ̺q ěM rminpdp̺1q, dp̺qqsα, ̺1 P Qk, Qp̺1q “ 0, (4.17)
and
distp̺1, ̺q ěMdp̺qα, ̺1 P QkzGk (4.18)
(Gk might change during this iteration, and we assume that in (4.18) it is the most updated one).
Remark. One may show that Gk is the maximal (with respect to inclusion) ensemble of neutral
densities with Gk´1 Ă Gk, such that (4.17) and (4.18) hold for every ̺ P Gk.
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Since Λ is a finite graph, for k large enough every QkzGk is either empty or is an ensemble
consisting of a single non-neutral density. We then set F~q to be the collection of the ensembles Qk.
It is straightforward to see that (4.16) holds with c1
N
ą 0, N P F~q and
ř
N PF~q c
1
N
“ 1, and that
properties (a) and (b) of Theorem 2.2 are satisfied by each N P F~q.
We continue to verify properties (c) and (d) of Theorem 2.2.
Claim 4.4. Let k ě 0 and let ̺ P Qk be a neutral density with Mdp̺qα ď 2k. Then ̺ P Gk.
Proof. If ̺ P Gk´1 the claim is trivial. Otherwise, note that (4.17) and (4.18) hold for every
̺1 P QkzGk´1, since QkzGk´1 is a k-ensemble and thus
distp̺, ̺1q ą 2k ěMdp̺qα ěM rminpdp̺1q, dp̺qqsα.
Also, (4.17) holds trivially for ̺1 P Gk´1, and therefore ̺ must be in Gk.
In order to verify part (c) of Theorem 2.2, let ̺ be a neutral density in an ensemble N , and
suppose ̺1, ̺2 are two distinct densities with disjoint supports, satisfying ̺ “ ̺1 ` ̺2, and
distp̺1, ̺2q ě 2M rminpdp̺1q, dp̺2qqsα :“ R.
Without loss of generality, we assume dp̺1q ď dp̺2q, and thus R “ 2Mdp̺1qα. Let Qk be the first
ensemble (i.e., with with minimal k) and ̺* P Qk such that Qk Ñ N , and supp ̺1 X supp ̺* ‰ H,
supp ̺2 X supp ̺* ‰ H. Then there exist ̺µ, ̺ν P Qk´1 with ̺µ, ̺ν Ă ̺˚ and ̺µ Ă ̺1, ̺ν Ă ̺2,
and thus distp̺µ, ̺νq ě R. Combining this with property (1) of Lemma 4.3 yields R ď 2k. Since
R “ 2Mdp̺1qα ě 2Mdp̺µqα, it holds that 2k´1 ě Mdp̺µqα, and thus ̺µ must be non-neutral
(otherwise ̺µ P Gk´1 by Claim 4.4). Now, since dp̺1q ă Mdp̺1qα ď 2k´1 it must be that ̺1 “ ̺µ,
as there is no ̺λ P Qk´1 with distp̺µ, ̺λq ď 2k´1. Therefore, ̺1 is non-neutral, and by Qp̺q “ 0,
̺2 is also non-neutral.
Now we turn to the verification of the bound (2.7). We choose some N P F . Let ̺ be a neutral
density in N . We start by claiming that ̺ P Gnp̺q, where np̺q “ rlog2pMdp̺qαqs as in (2.3). First
note that ̺ P Qnp̺q, since by definition dp̺q ď 2np̺q, and so there are no distinct ̺1, ̺2 P Qnp̺qzGnp̺q,
with ̺1, ̺2 Ă ̺ (as distp̺1, ̺2q ą 2np̺q ě dp̺q), since Qnp̺qzGnp̺q is an np̺q-ensemble. Claim 4.4
yields ̺ P Gnp̺q. Denote by m ď np̺q the minimal m such that ̺ P Gm. By (4.11),
|Kp̺q| ď eC1Am´1p̺q
ź
̺γ
|Kp̺γq|,
where ̺ “ ř εp̺, ̺γq̺γ with εp̺, ̺γq P ˘1, and all densities ̺γ belong to some pm´ 1q-ensemble. If
m ě 2, we apply (4.11) again, which yields
|Kp̺q| ď exp
!
C1
”
Am´1p̺q `
ÿ
̺γĂ̺
Am´2p̺γq
ı)ź
̺δ
|Kp̺δq|, (4.19)
for densities ̺δ in some pm´ 2q-ensemble. Note thatÿ
̺γĂ̺
Am´2p̺γq ď 4Am´2p̺q, (4.20)
since every square s of size 2m´2 ˆ 2m´2 might intersect with at most four densities ̺γ , and since a
cover of ̺ with squares of size 2m´2 ˆ 2m´2, is also a cover of p̺γq for all γ.
Applying (4.19) and (4.20) iteratively shows that
|Kp̺q| ď eD2Ap̺q
ź
jPsupp ̺
|zp|̺j|q|,
and using (4.15) and the fact that 2CpNjq ă 1 verifies (2.7).
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4.3 Spin Wave Construction
In this section we prove Proposition 2.4, constructing the spin waves a̺ “ a̺,N0 , ̺ P N0, where N0 is
a sub-ensemble of neutral densities, of an ensemble N satisfying properties (a)-(c) of Theorem 2.2.
We fix such ensemble and ̺* P N0 for the rest of the section. The spin wave a̺* is constructed as
a sum of spin waves which are defined later in the section. In this section all densities are neutral,
and recall that for a neutral density it holds that dp̺q ě 1.
4.3.1 Initial Spin Wave
The next lemma establishes the basic properties of a0,̺*, an intermediate spin wave which is used
to construct a̺*, which are very similar to the properties of Proposition 2.4 (recall the definitions of
D`p̺1q, ̺ P N0 and N0p̺*q, defined in (2.16) and (2.15) respectively, which appear in this context).
Lemma 4.5. There exists a0,̺* : ΛÑ R such that:
1. supp a0,̺* Ă tj P Λ : distpj, ̺*q ď 1u,
2. supppa0,̺*q, suppp∆Λa0,̺*q Ă Dp̺*q.
3. For every ̺1 P N0p̺*q, a0,̺* is constant on D`p̺1q.
4. Eβpa0,̺*, ̺*q “ x̺*, a0,̺*y ´ β2
ř
j∼ℓpa0,̺*pjq ´ a0,̺*pℓqq2 ě 116β ‖̺*‖22.
Proof. We start by defining a0,̺*. Recall that Λ is bipartite. Let pΩ1,Ω2q be a bipartition of Λ,
chosen without loss generality so that
ÿ
jPΩ1
̺*pjq2 ě 1
2
ÿ
jPΛ
̺*pjq2 (4.21)
In the case that dp̺*q “ 1, we assume also that Ω1 contains the center of Dp̺*q, which is safe since
̺* is neutral (recall the definition of Dp̺q for a density ̺ in (1.11)). Let ̺˚ℓ pjq “ ̺*pjq for j P Ωl,
and ̺˚ℓ pjq “ 0 otherwise, ℓ “ 1, 2. Clearly ̺1˚ ` ̺2˚ “ ̺*. Note that (4.21) implies ‖̺1˚‖22 ě 12‖̺*‖22.
We denote by dj the graph degree of j P Λ, and define a0,̺* : ΛÑ R by
a0,̺*pjq :“ ̺
˚
1pjq
djβ
. (4.22)
Next, we verify the properties of the lemma. Property 1 holds by definition. Property 2 follows
by property 1 and suppp∆Λa0,̺*q Ă tj : distpj, ̺˚1q ď 1u, where for the case dp̺*q “ 1 we used the
assumption that Ω1 contains the center of Dp̺*q. For property 3, for every ̺1 P N0p̺*q it follows by
property (b) of Theorem 2.2 that
distpDp̺1q, ̺*q ě distp̺1, ̺*q ´ 4dp̺1q ě M
4
dp̺1q ą 2,
which implies that a0,̺* is zero on Dp̺1q, ̺1 P N0p̺*q.
Part 4 follows by the observation that the gradient is ̺˚1pjq{pdjβq for every edge touching j and
0 otherwise, and thus by (4.21)
Eβpa0,̺*, ̺*q “ x̺*, a0,̺*y´ β
2
ÿ
j∼ℓ
pa0,̺*pjq´a0,̺*pℓqq2 “ 1
β
ÿ
jPΛ
̺˚1pjq2
dj
´ 1
2β
ÿ
jPΛ
̺˚1pjq2
dj
ě 1
16β
‖̺*‖22.
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4.3.2 Connected Components of
Ť
̺PN0p̺*qD
`p̺q
Recall requirement 1 of Proposition 2.4, which states that a̺* is constant on every D
`p̺1q for
̺1 P N0p̺*q, where N0p̺*q,D`p̺1q are defined in (2.15) and (2.16) respectively. It may hap-
pen that D`p̺1q and D`p̺2q overlap for some ̺1, ̺2 P N0p̺*q, whence the requirement becomes
that a̺* is constant on the union D
`p̺1q Y D`p̺2q. Therefore, the connected components of theŤ
̺PN0p̺*qD
`p̺q are important. When we say a connected component, we think of Ť̺PN0p̺*qD`p̺q
as a sub-graph of Λ. The next lemma provides bounds we shall use later.
Denote the external vertex boundary of a set E Ă Λ by
BextE :“ tj P Λ : distpj, Eq “ 1u.
For each E Ă Λ denote its diameter by
dpEq :“ max
j,ℓPE
distpj, ℓq.
Note that for E, a connected component of
Ť
̺PN0p̺*qD
`p̺q, it holds that dpEq ě 4, since every
̺ P N0p̺*q is neutral, and thus has dp̺q ě 1.
Lemma 4.6. For every connected component E of
Ť
̺PN0p̺*qD
`p̺q it holds that
1. For any connected component E1 of
Ť
̺PN0p̺*qD
`p̺q with E ‰ E1,
M
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“
minpdpEq, dpE1qq‰α ď distpE,E1q ` dpEq ` dpE1q,
2. M
128
dpEqα ď distpE, ̺*q,
3. |BextE| ď 64 ¨ dpEq.
Proof. We prove the following claim, which is a stronger variant of the lemma. Let I Ď N0p̺*q be
a sub-ensemble. For every connected component (c.c.) E of
Ť
̺PI D
`p̺q, writing SE :“ t̺ P I :
D`p̺q Ď Eu, there exists a unique density ̺E for which dp̺Eq “ maxtdp̺q : ̺ P SEu. Also,
dpEq ď 5dp̺Eq, (4.23)
and properties 2 and 3 of the lemma hold for such E, and property 1 holds for E and any other
connected component E1 of
Ť
̺PI D
`p̺q, E1 ‰ E.
We prove this claim by induction on the size of I Ă N0p̺*q. Note that the claim trivially holds
for I “ H. For the induction step, let I Ă N0p̺*q with |I | ą 0, let E be a connected component
of
Ť
̺PI D
`p̺q, let ̺m be some arbitrary density in SE with maximal diameter and let
M “
"
̺ P SE : dp̺q ě 1
10
dp̺mq
*
.
Assume that there are two distinct ̺1, ̺2 P M , then by (2.1) and property (b) of Theorem 2.2,
D`p̺1q,D`p̺2q are disjoint, since otherwise
M
´dp̺mq
10
¯α ď distp̺1, ̺2q ď dpD`p̺1qq ` dpD`p̺2qq ď 4dp̺1q ` 4dp̺2q ď 8dp̺mq.
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Since E is connected, there exist two distinct ̺1, ̺2 P M which are both intersecting some E1, a
connected components of
Ť
̺PSEzM D
`p̺q, which is impossible by (2.1), property (b) of Theorem 2.2
and the induction hypothesis applied to SEzM , as
M
´dp̺mq
10
¯α ď distp̺1, ̺2q ď dpD`p̺1qq ` dpD`p̺2qq ` dpE1q ď 8dp̺mq ` 5dp̺E1q ď 9dp̺mq.
Therefore |M | “ 1, which implies that there is a unique density ̺E P SE with maximal diameter.
Let P be a path in E satisfying that the distance between its endpoints equals dpEq. Let x, y P P be
the first and last points along P which lie in D`p̺Eq. Each of the portions of P before x and after
y must lie in a connected component of
Ť
SEzM D
`p̺q. Thus, applying the induction hypothesis to
the sub-ensemble SEzM ,
dpEq ď 2 ¨ 5 ¨ 1
10
dp̺Eq ` distpx, yq ď dp̺Eq ` 4dp̺Eq ď 5dp̺Eq,
which proves (4.23).
To prove properties 1 and 2, let E, E1 be two distinct connected components of
Ť
̺PI D
`p̺q.
By property (b) of Theorem 2.2 and (4.23) we obtain
M
„
minpdpEq, dpE1qq
5
α
ďM rminpdp̺Eq, dp̺E1qqsα ď distp̺E , ̺E1q ď distpE,E1q ` dpEq ` dpE1q,
which proves property 1. Property 2 follows similarly by
M
„
dpEq
10
α
ďM
„
dp̺Eq
2
α
ď distp̺E , ̺*q ď distpE, ̺*q ` dpEq.
To prove property 3, note that by the induction hypothesis,
|BextE| ď |BextD`p̺Eq|`
ÿ
E1 c.c. of SEzM
E1
Ş BextD`p̺Eq‰H
|BextE1| ď 12dp̺Eq ` 16 ¨
ÿ
E1 c.c. of SEzM
E1
Ş BextD`p̺Eq‰H
dp̺E1q. (4.24)
By property 1 and the induction hypothesis, we immediately obtain that distpE1, E2q ě M322αℓ for
any two distinct connected components E1, E2 of SEzM with 2ℓ ď dpE1q, dpE2q ď 2ℓ`1, ℓ ě 1.
Therefore, the number of possible E1 in this scale, which intersect BextD`p̺Eq, is bounded by
2|BextD`p̺Eq|
M
32
2αℓ
ď 1024
M
2´αℓdp̺Eq.
Substituting this in (4.24) and using (2.1) and the induction hypothesis yields
|BextE| ď 12dp̺Eq ` 16dp̺Eq
8ÿ
ℓ“1
1024
M
2´αℓ ¨ 2ℓ`1 ď 16dp̺Eq ď 64dpEq.
4.3.3 A Spin Wave for Every Square in S
sep
k p̺*q
We remind that for each k ě 1 and each s P S sepk p̺*q the density s X ̺*, defined in (2.8), is
non-neutral by the definition of S sepk p̺*q and property (c) of Theorem 2.2. This fact allow us to
construct an intermediate spin wave as,̺*, such that Eβpas,̺*, ̺*q ą C{β, for some positive absolute
constant C.
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Proposition 4.7. There exists a positive absolute constant D3 such that the following holds. Let
k ě 1 be an integer and let s P S sepk p̺*q. Then there exists as,̺* : ΛÑ R such that:
1. supp as,̺* Ă tj P Λ : distpj, sq ď 2k´1u,
2. as,̺* is constant on tj P Λ : distpj, sq ď r2k´3su,
3. as,̺* is constant on D
`p̺1q for every ̺1 P N0p̺*q,
4. it holds that
Eβpas,̺*, ̺*q “ xas,̺*, ̺*y ´ β
2
ÿ
j∼ℓ
pas,̺*pjq ´ as,̺*pℓqq2 ě D3
β
. (4.25)
Proof. Case 1: k ă 10. Fix k ă 10, and s P S sepk p̺*q. Define
as,̺*pjq :“
" q
2k`3β , distpj, sq ď 1
0, otherwise
where q is the charge QpsX ̺*q (emphasizing again that |q| ě 1).
It is straightforward to see that properties 1, 2 of the proposition are satisfied by this definition.
To verify property 3, let ̺1 P N0p̺*q, then by property (b) of Theorem 2.2
distpD`p̺1q, sq ě distp̺1, ̺*q ´ 4dp̺1q ´ dpsq ěM
ˆ
dp̺1q
2
˙α
´ 4dp̺1q ´ 2k`1 ě M
4
´ 2k`1 ą 2k´1,
which shows that as,̺* is zero on every D
`p̺1q, ̺1 P N0p̺*q. Finally, to verify property 4, note that
Eβpas,̺*, ̺*q “ xas,̺*, ̺*y ´ β
2
ÿ
j∼ℓ
pas,̺*pjq ´ as,̺*pℓqq2 “ q
2
2k`3β
´ β
2
¨ 2k`3 q
2
22pk`3qβ2
ě 1
2k`4β
.
Case 2: k ě 10. Fix k ě 10 and s P S sepk p̺*q. We define as,̺* using a parameter γ ą 0 which
is chosen later to minimize the lower bound on Eβpas,̺*, ̺*q.
Define a function |¨|s : Λ Ñ R that roughly measures the distance between points of Λ and the
center of s by
|j|s :“ distpj, sq ` 2k´1.
For notational simplicity, denote
R1 :“ 2k´1 ` 2k´3,
R2 :“ 2k´1 ` 2k´2 “ 6
5
R1.
Define a function b : ΛÑ R by
bpjq :“
$&
%
lnp6{5q, |j|s ď R1
lnrR2|j|´1s s, R1 ď |j|s ď R2
0, |j|s ě R2
.
Let E be the set of connected components of
Ť
̺PN0p̺*qD
`p̺q. We define as,̺* as follows:
as,̺*pjq :“
"
γbpjq, j R E for any E P E
γbpxEq, j P E P E , (4.26)
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where xE P E is chosen so that if E meets |j|s “ R1 then |xE |s “ R1, if E meets |j|s “ R2 then
|xE |s “ R2, and otherwise it is arbitrarily chosen point in E. Note that E P E cannot meet both
|j|s ď R1 and |j|s ě R2, since distpE, ̺*q ď 2R1 and thus by (2.1) and property 2 of Lemma 4.6 it
follows that
dpEq ď 256
M
R1 ă R2 ´R1
2
.
It is straightforward to see that properties 1, 2, 3 of the proposition are satisfied by this definition.
We verify property 4 next. First, note that since as,̺* is valued γ lnp6{5q on sX ̺*, and is valued 0
on ̺*´ psX ̺*q (since by property (c) of Theorem 2.2 distps, ̺*´ psX ̺*qq ě 2M2αpk`1q ą R2), and
thus
xas,̺*, ̺*y “ γ lnp6{5qQps X ̺*q. (4.27)
In the rest of the proof we show that there exists a positive absolute constant C such thatÿ
j∼ℓ
pas,̺*pjq ´ as,̺*pℓqq2 ď γ2C, (4.28)
which yields (using (4.27))
Eβpas,̺*, ̺*q ě γ lnp6{5qQps X ̺*q ´ β
2
γ2C lnp2{υq,
and optimization on γ (using |QpsX ̺*q| ě 1) verifies property 4 of the proposition.
To show (4.28), note that by the definition of as,̺*,ÿ
j∼ℓ
pas,̺*pjq ´ as,̺*pℓqq2 “ γ2
ÿ
j∼ℓ
j,ℓRŤEPE E
pbpjq ´ bpℓqq2 ` γ2
ÿ
EPE
ÿ
jPBextE
pbpxEq ´ bpjqq2. (4.29)
To bound the first sum on the right-hand side of (4.29), note that there are at most 22pk`1q
edges involved in the sum, and for each such edge tj, ℓu P EpΛq,
pbpjq ´ bpℓqq2 ď
ˆ
ln
ˆ
1` 1
minp|j|s, |ℓ|sq
˙˙2
ď 1
minp|j|s, |ℓ|sq2
ď 2´2pk´1q,
and therefore, ÿ
j∼ℓ
j,ℓRŤEPE E
pbpjq ´ bpℓqq2 ď 22pk`1q´2pk´1q “ 16. (4.30)
We continue with bounding the second sum on the right-hand side of (4.29). Denote by E0 Ď E
the set of connected components E P E such that R1 ď |xE |s ď R2, and note that
ř
jPBextEpbpxEq´
bpjqq2 “ 0 for E P EzE0.
Let E P E0. We show next that for some absolute constant C2 it holds thatÿ
jPBextE
pbpxEq ´ bpjqq2 ď C2dpEq3|xE|´2s . (4.31)
Indeed, let j P BextE. Using
distpE, ̺*q ď distpxE , sq ` 2R1 ď 3|xE |s, (4.32)
and property 2 of Lemma 4.6, we obtain that
ˇˇ
|j|s ´ |xE |s
ˇˇ ď 2dpEq ď 256
M
distpE, ̺*q ď 1
2
|xE |s,
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and by plnp1` tqq2 ď 10t2 for |t| ă 1
2
,
pbpjq ´ bpxEqq2 ď
`
ln|j|s ´ ln|xE|s
˘2 “ ˆlnˆ1` |j|s ´ |xE |s
|xE|s
˙˙2
ď p|j|s ´ |xE|sq
2
|xE|
2
s
ď 4dpEq
2
|xE |
2
s
.
Thus, by property 3 of Lemma 4.6,
ÿ
jPBextE
pbpxEq ´ bpjqq2 ď |BextE|4dpEq
2
|xE |
2
s
ď 256dpEq3|xE |2s,
which proves (4.31).
To bound the right-hand side of (4.31), we split E0 into a disjoint union of Eℓ,r, indexed by
positive integers r, ℓ, and defined by
Eℓ,r :“ tE P E0 : 2ℓ ď dpEq ă 2ℓ`1, rcℓ ď |xE |s ă pr ` 1qcℓu, cℓ :“
M
512
2αℓ.
This is a partition of E0, since dpEq ě 4, and since for every E P E0 with 2ℓ ď dpEq ă 2ℓ`1 it holds
that |xE |s ě cℓ, by property 2 of Lemma 4.6 and (4.31).
We continue by bounding |Eℓ,r|. Fix ℓ, r ě 1. By property 1 of Lemma 4.6 it holds that
distpxE1 , xE2q ě distpE1, E2q ě
M
25
2αℓ ´ 2 ¨ 2ℓ`1 ě M
32
2αℓ ě 3cℓ, E1, E2 P Eℓ,r,
and therefore the sets tj P Λ : distpj, xEq ď cℓu, E P Eℓ,r are disjoint, which implies
|Eℓ,r| ď |tj : rcℓ ď |j|s ă pr ` 1qcℓu|
|tj P Λ : distpj, xEq ď cℓu| ď C3r, (4.33)
for some positive absolute constant C3. Also, if rcℓ ą R2 or pr ` 1qcℓ ă R1 then |Eℓ,r| “ 0.
Thus, by (2.1), (4.31) and (4.33),
ÿ
EPE0
ÿ
jPBextE
pbpxEq ´ bpjqq2 ď C2
ÿ
EPE0
dpEq3|xE |´2s ď C2
8ÿ
ℓ“1
ÿ
rě1
rR1{cℓs´1ďrďtR2{cℓu
|Eℓ,r| ¨ 23pℓ`1q ¨ 1prcℓq2
ď C2C323
8ÿ
ℓ“1
2p3´2αqℓ
ÿ
rě1
rR1{cℓs´1ďrďtR2{cℓu
1
r
ď C4
8ÿ
ℓ“1
2p3´2αqℓ ln
R2
R1
ď C5. (4.34)
Combining (4.29), (4.30) and (4.34) yields (4.28), finishing the proof of Proposition 4.7.
4.3.4 Proof of Proposition 2.4 - Spin Wave Existence
Let a0,̺* be be such that the properties of Lemma 4.5 hold, and let as,̺*, s P S sepk p̺*q, k ě 1, be
such that the properties of Proposition 4.7 hold, and define
a̺* :“ a0,̺* `
8ÿ
k“1
ÿ
sPS sepk p̺*q
as,̺*.
We verify next the properties of Proposition 2.4 for a̺*. Property 1 is immediate by Lemma 4.5
and by Proposition 4.7. Properties 2 and 3 hold for a0,̺* by Lemma 4.5. They hold also for every
as,̺*, s P S sepk p̺*q, k ě 1, since given such s, by the definition of S sepk p̺*q it holds that
dp̺*q ě distps, ̺*´ ̺*X sq ě 2M2αpk`1q,
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which implies using Proposition 4.7 that supp as,̺* Ă tj P Λ : distpj, sq ď 2k´1u Ă Dp̺*q.
We are thus left with verifying property 4. For that we show that for every edge of Λ, the
gradient on this edge is non zero in at most one at,̺*, and thus it follows by Lemma 4.5 and by
Proposition 4.7 that
Eβpa̺*, ̺*q “ xa̺*, ̺*y ´ β
2
ÿ
j∼ℓ
pa̺*pjq ´ a̺*pℓqq2 “
ÿ
t
xat,̺*, ̺*y ´ β
2
ÿ
t
ÿ
j∼ℓ
pat,̺*pjq ´ at,̺*pℓqq2
“ Eβpa0,̺*, ̺*q `
8ÿ
k“1
ÿ
sPS sep
k
p̺*q
Eβpas,̺*, ̺*q ě 1
β
˜
1
16
‖̺*‖22 `D3
8ÿ
k“1
|S sepk p̺*q|
¸
. (4.35)
First note that for any s P S sepk p̺*q, k ě 1, all of the non-zero gradients of a0,̺* are on edges
inside the square tj : distpj, sq ď 1u, in which the gradients of as,̺* are zero by Proposition 4.7.
Second, let s P S sepk p̺*q, k ě 1. By the definition of S sepk p̺*q the only gradients which might
interfere with the non-zero gradients of as,̺*, are the non-zero gradients of squares s
1 P S sepk1 p̺*q,
k1 ě 1, k1 ‰ k, for which sX s1 ‰ H.
For the case in which there is exactly one such square s1, we need an assumption on the choice
of Sℓp̺*q for all ℓ ą 1. We assume that they are chosen such that if s P S sepℓ p̺*q, ℓ ě 1, then 2s,
the square with edge of size 2ℓ`1 sites, which is centred at the center of s, is in Sℓ`1p̺*q. It is safe
to assume it, since s P S sepℓ p̺*q, and thus distps, p̺*´ sX ̺*qq ą 2ℓ`1. It is now straightforward to
see that by Proposition 4.7, the set of edges with non-zero gradients of as,̺* and the set of edges
with non-zero gradients of as1,̺* are disjoint.
For the case in which there are more than two distinct squares, let si P S sepki p̺*q, i “ 1, 2, be
such distinct squares. We assume without loss of generality that k1 ď k2 ă k. Then by definition,
distps1, s2X̺*q ě 2M2αpk1`1q, but also distps1, s2X̺*q ď 2k`1, and thus, by (2.1), k ą k1`16. It is
straightforward to see by Proposition 4.7 that the sets of edges with non-zero gradients are disjoint.
This finishes the proof of Proposition 2.4.
4.4 Complex Translation
We show in this section a proof to (2.19) by a change of integration contour. Let τ, a : ΛÑ R withř
jPΛ τj “ 0. Note that
ř
jPΛ τj “ 0 implies that (2.19) depends only on gradients of a, and thus it
is safe to assume that av “ 0, where v is the normalization point of dµGFFβ,Λ, vpφq.
We start with the following one-variable equality.
Lemma 4.8. Let a, q P R, β ą 0, and let pxjq be a finite real sequence. Thenż 8
´8
eiqx expr´pβ{2q
ÿ
j
px´ xjq2sdx “
ż 8
´8
eiqpx`iaq expr´pβ{2q
ÿ
j
px` ia´ xjq2sdx. (4.36)
Proof. Let b P p0,8q. As the function I : C Ñ C, Ipzq :“ eiqz expr´pβ{2qřjpz ´ xjq2s is entire, its
integral along the rectangular contour with corners at ´b, b, b` ia,´b` ia is zero. Therefore,ż
´bÑb
Ipzqdz “
ż
´b`iaÑb`ia
Ipzqdz `
ż
´bÑ´b`ia
Ipzqdz `
ż
b`iaÑb
Ipzqdz. (4.37)
Since
|Ipzq| “ e´qImpzq´β2
ř
j Repz´xjq2 ,
which tends to 0 as z Ñ 8 with Impzq bounded, it holds that that the last two terms on the
right-hand side of (4.37) tend to 0 as bÑ8, which finishes the proof.
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Iterative application of Lemma 4.8 for each φk, k P Λztvu (recall that we assumed av “ 0), yieldsż
eixφ,τydµGFFβ,Λ, vpφq “
ż
eixφ`ia,τy´
β
2
xφ`ia,´∆Λpφ`iaqy1r´π,πq
`
φv
˘ź
kPΛ
dφk
“ e´Eβpa,τq
ż
eixφ,τ`β∆ΛaydµGFFβ,Λ, vpφq,
which finishes the proof of (2.19).
5 Integer-Valued Discrete Gaussian Free Field
In this section we deduce Theorem 1.1 from Theorem 1.5 and prove Proposition 1.2.
5.1 Proof of Theorem 1.1
Let ε ą 0 and Λ be a square domain with free or periodic b.c.. Let pFN q, N ě 1, be the sequence
of Feje´r kernels, where FN : RÑ R is given by
FN pxq :“ 1`
Nÿ
q“1
2
´
1´ q
N
¯
cospqxq.
With a slight abuse of notation we set, for each N ě 1, Eβ,Λ,FN ,v :“ Eβ,Λ,λΛ,v where λj “ FN for all
j P Λ. Note that FN is p1, 0, 0q-sub-Gaussian for each N ě 1. Thus, for each N ě 1, we may apply
Theorem 1.5 to obtain, with β0 uniform in N and Λ, that for every f : ΛÑ R with
ř
jPΛ fj “ 0,
Eβ{p2πq2,Λ,FN ,v
”
exφ,
1
2π
fy
ı
ě exp
„
1
2p1 ` εqβ xf,´∆
´1
Λ fy

, β ă p2πq2β0.
Thus, to prove the first part of Theorem 1.1 it suffices to show that
Eβ{p2πq2,Λ,FN ,v
”
exφ,
1
2π
fy
ı
NÑ8ÝÝÝÝÑ EIVβ,Λ,v
”
exm,fy
ı
. (5.1)
Define for every m P ZΛ with mv “ 0,
Ωm :“
 
φ P RΛ : φj P r´π ` 2πmj , π ` 2πmjq
(
.
As FN is a summability kernel (see [13, Chapter 1]) it follows that for every g : ΛÑ R and m P ZΛ
with mv “ 0, ż
Ωm
exφ,gy´
β
2
xφ,p´∆Λqφy
ź
jPΛ
FN pφjqdφj NÑ8ÝÝÝÝÑ ex2πm,gy´
β
2
x2πm,p´∆Λq2πmy.
Therefore, using dominated convergence,
lim
NÑ8
ż
exφ,gy
ź
jPΛ
FN pφjqdµGFFβ,Λ, vpφq “ lim
NÑ8
ÿ
mPZΛ,mv“0
ż
Ωm
exφ,gy´
β
2
xφ,p´∆Λqφy
ź
jPΛ
FN pφjqdφj
“
ÿ
mPZΛ, mv“0
ex2πm,gy´
β
2
x2πm,p´∆Λq2πmy,
which implies (5.1).
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The second part of Theorem 1.1 now follows from the first as follows. Let δ ą 0, let g : Λ Ñ R
with
ř
jPΛ gj “ 0 and set f :“ δ ¨ g. On the one hand we have from (1.6) that
E
IV
β,Λ,v
“
eδxm,gy
‰ ě exp ” δ2
2p1` εqβ xg,´∆
´1
Λ gy
ı
ě 1` δ
2
2p1 ` εqβ xg,´∆
´1
Λ gy.
On the other hand, a Taylor expansion in δ and the fact that µIVβ,Λ,v is invariant under the mapping
m ÞÑ ´m show that
E
IV
β,Λ,v
“
eδxm,gy
‰ ď EIVβ,Λ,v“1`δxm, gy`12δ2xm, gy2`16δ3|xm, gy|3eδ|xm,gy|
‰ ď 1`δ2
2
E
IV
β,Λ,v
“xm, gy2‰`Dδ3,
for some D “ Dpgq ă 8. The last two inequalities imply the second part of Theorem 1.1.
5.2 Upper Bound on the Integer-Valued Discrete Gaussian Free Field
In this section we prove Proposition 1.2.
Let Λ be a finite, connected graph, β ą 0, v P Λ and f : Λ Ñ R satisfy řjPΛ fj “ 0. For each
η ě 0 define the ‘Sine-Gordon’ measure
dµSGβ,Λ,η,vpφq :“
1
ZSGβ,Λ,η,v
eη
ř
jPΛ cosφjdµGFFβ,Λ, vpφq,
where the normalization constant ZSGβ,Λ,η,v normalizes µ
SG
β,Λ,η,v to be a probability measure. Denote
by ESGβ,Λ,η,v the corresponding expectation. As
kηnptq :“
1
2π
eηn cos tşπ
´π e
ηn cos tdt
is a summability kernel for every sequence of non-negative real numbers pηnq8n“1 increasing to infinity
(see [13, Chapter 1]) then, as in the proof of (5.1),
lim
ηÑ8E
SG
β{p2πq2,Λ,η,v
”
exφ,
1
2π
fy
ı
“ EIVβ,Λ,v
”
exm,fy
ı
. (5.2)
The key fact is that
E
SG
β,Λ,η,v
”
exφ,fy
ı
is a non-increasing function in η P r0,8q. (5.3)
Proposition 1.2 is an immediate corollary of (5.3) and (5.2), by (1.4) and the fact that
E
SG
β,Λ,0,v
”
exφ,fy
ı
“ EGFFβ,Λ,v
”
exf,φy
ı
.
We proceed to prove (5.3). It is straightforward to check that
d
dη
E
SG
β,Λ,η,v
”
exφ,fy
ı
“
ÿ
jPΛ
ż ż
exφ,fy
`
cosφj ´ cosφ1j
˘
dµSGβ,Λ,η,vpφqdµSGβ,Λ,η,vpφ1q.
Now, the change of variables
ψj :“
φj ´ φ1j?
2
, χj :“
φj ` φ1j?
2
,
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yields, using the identities cos x ´ cos y “ ´2 sin x`y
2
sin x´y
2
, cos x ` cos y “ 2 cos x`y
2
cos x´y
2
, the
fact that the Jacobian equals 1, the Taylor expansion of the exponential function and dominated
convergence,
d
dη
E
SG
β,Λ,η,v
”
exφ,fy
ı
“ ´2
˜
1
ZSGβ,Λ,η,v
¸2 ÿ
jPΛ
ż ż
e
1?
2
pxψ,fy`xχ,fyq
sin
ψj?
2
sin
χj?
2
e
2η
ř
ℓPΛ cos
ψℓ?
2
cos
χℓ?
2dµGFFβ,Λ, vpψqdµGFFβ,Λ, vpχq
“ ´2
ÿ
jPΛ
ÿ
n:ΛÑt0,1,2,...u
ż ż
Fj,npψqFj,npχqdµGFFβ,Λ, vpψqdµGFFβ,Λ, vpχq
“ ´2
ÿ
jPΛ
ÿ
n:ΛÑt0,1,2,...u
ˆż
Fj,npψqdµGFFβ,Λ, vpψq
˙2
ď 0,
where
Fj,npψq :“ 1
ZSGβ,Λ,η,v
e
1?
2
xψ,fy
sin
ψj?
2
ź
ℓPΛ
´?
2η cos ψℓ?
2
¯nℓ
?
nℓ!
.
6 Villain Model
In this section we prove Theorem 1.3.
6.1 Duality with the Integer-Valued Discrete Gaussian Free Field Model
The starting point for our discussion is the well-known duality relation between plane rotator models
and integer-valued height functions (see [9, Appendix A] or [18, Section 2.9]). For completeness we
detail below the duality between the Villain model with zero boundary conditions and the integer-
valued Gaussian free field with free boundary conditions, as used in the proof of Theorem 1.3.
For L ą 1, denote by Λ˚L the planar dual graph to ΛzeroL (disregarding the outer face), which is
defined to be the graph
`
V pΛ˚Lq, EpΛ˚Lq
˘
,
V pΛ˚Lq :“ tpi˘ 1{2, j ˘ 1{2q : pi, jq P ΛzeroL ztzuu,
EpΛ˚Lq :“ ttpa, bq, pc, dqu : t|c´ a|, |d´ b|u “ t0, 1uu.
Note that Λ˚L is isomorphic to Λ
free
L`1. Note also the planar duality between the edges of Λ
˚
L and
ΛfreeL`1. For instance, e “ tpa, bq, pa ` 1, bqu P EpΛ˚Lq is dual to e˚ “ tpa ` 12 , b ´ 12q, pa ` 12 , b ` 12qu
(which it crosses in the plane) and similarly for the other edges.
Proposition 6.1. Let L ą 1 and let v P Λ˚L. Then for each x “ px0, x1q P ΛzeroL ztzu it holds that
E
Vil
β,ΛzeroL
“
cos θx
‰ “ EIV
β´1,Λ˚L,v
«
exp
˜
´β´1
Lÿ
t“x0
ˆ
mpt`1{2,x1´1{2q ´mpt`1{2,x1`1{2q `
1
2
˙¸ff
.
Proof. Fix an orientation ~E “ ~EpΛzeroL q for the edges EpΛzeroL q, in which all horizontal edges of the
subgraph ΛfreeL are oriented to the left i.e., ppa, bq, pc, dqq P ~E if a “ c` 1, b “ d, pa, bq, pc, dq P ΛfreeL ,
edges tpL ´ 1, aq, zu, pL ´ 1, aq P ΛfreeL , are oriented from z to pL ´ 1, aq, and all other edges are
oriented arbitrarily. We also fix the orientation of the dual edges accordingly, for instance, the dual
e˚ to e “ tpa, bq, pa ` 1, bqu P EpΛ˚Lq, which is oriented to the left, is oriented up.
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Let x “ px0, x1q P ΛzeroL , and define χ “ χx : ~EpΛzeroL q Ñ R by
χpk,ℓq :“
$&
%
1 ℓ “ pj, x1q, k “ pj ` 1, x1q, x0 ď j,
1 ℓ “ pL´ 1, x1q, k “ z,
0 otherwise.
Since µVilβ,ΛzeroL
is invariant under the mapping θ ÞÑ ´θ, it holds that
E
Vil
β,ΛzeroL
“
cos θx
‰ “ EVilβ,ΛzeroL
”
eipθx´θzq
ı
“ 1
ZVilβ,ΛzeroL
ż ź
pk,ℓqP ~E
ÿ
mPZ
e´
β
2
pθk´θℓ`2πmq2´iχpk,ℓqpθk´θℓqδ0pθzq
ź
jPΛzeroL ztzu
1r´π,πq
`
θj
˘
dθj . (6.1)
Substituting in (6.1)
fχpθq :“
ÿ
mPZ
e´
β
2
pθ`2πmq2´iχθ “ 1?
2πβ
ÿ
nPZ
e
´ 1
2β
pn`χq2
einθ,
which holds by application of Fourier transform,
fˆχpnq “ 1
2π
ÿ
mPZ
ż π
´π
e´
β
2
pθ`2πmq2´iχθ´inθdθ “ 1
2π
ż 8
´8
e´
β
2
θ2´iχθ´inθdθ “ 1?
2πβ
e
´ 1
2β
pn`χq2
.
yields
E
Vil
β,ΛzeroL
“
cos θx
‰ “ 1?
2πβZVilβ,ΛzeroL
ż ź
pk,ℓqP ~E
ÿ
nPZ
e
´ 1
2β
pn`χpk,ℓqq2einpθk´θℓqδ0pθzq
ź
jPΛzeroL ztzu
1r´π,πq
`
θj
˘
dθj
“ 1?
2πβZVilβ,ΛzeroL
ÿ
n: ~EÑZ
ź
pk,ℓqP ~E
e
´ 1
2β
pnpk,ℓq`χpk,ℓqq2
ż
e
i
ř
pk,ℓqP~E npk,ℓqpθk´θℓqδ0pθzq
ź
jPΛzeroL ztzu
1r´π,πq
`
θj
˘
dθj
“ 1?
2πβZVilβ,ΛzeroL
ÿ
n: ~EÑZ
ź
pk,ℓqP ~E
e
´ 1
2β
pnpk,ℓq`χpk,ℓqq2 ź
jPΛzeroL ztzu
ż
eipδnqjθj1r´π,πq
`
θj
˘
dθj
“ 1?
2πβZVilβ,ΛzeroL
ÿ
n: ~EÑZ
ź
pk,ℓqP ~E
e
´ 1
2β
pnpk,ℓq`χpk,ℓqq2
1δn“0,
where we set npk,ℓq :“ ´npℓ,kq whenever pℓ, kq P ~E, and δn : ΛzeroL Ñ Z is defined by
pδnqk :“
ÿ
pk,ℓqP ~E
npk,jq.
We claim that there is a 1-1 correspondence between tn : ~E Ñ Z, δn “ 0u, and integer-valued
variables tmpupPΛ˚L , where mv is set to 0. It is defined by npk,ℓq “ mk1 ´mℓ1 , where pk
1, ℓ1q is the
corresponding oriented edge. Indeed, given tmpu, we set nk,ℓ “ mk1 ´mℓ1 for every pk, ℓq, and it is
straightforward to see that pδnq “ 0. Conversely, given n with pδnq “ 0, we set mp “
řt
i“0 nppi,pi`1q,
where v “ p0, p1, . . . , pt, pt`1 “ p, is a path from v to p. Since δn “ 0 it is straightforward to see
that mp is uniquely defined.
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Therefore:
E
Vil
β,ΛL
“
cos θx
‰ “ 1?
2πβZVilβ,ΛzeroL
ÿ
m:Λ˚
L
ÑZ
mpvq“0
ź
pk,ℓqP ~E
e
´ 1
2β
pmk1´mℓ1`χpk,ℓqq2
“ 1?
2πβZVilβ,ΛzeroL
ÿ
m:Λ˚LÑZ
mpvq“0
e
´ 1
β
řL
t“x0pmpt`1{2,x1´1{2q´mpt`1{2,x1`1{2q` 12qe´
1
2β
ř
pk,ℓqP~EpΛ˚
L
qpmk1´mℓ1q2 ,
We finish the proof by observing that a similar calculation yields
ZVilβ,ΛzeroL
“ 1?
2πβZVilβ,ΛzeroL
ÿ
m:Λ˚LÑZ
mpvq“0
e
´ 1
2β
ř
pk1,ℓ1qP~EpΛ˚
L
qpmk1´mℓ1 q2 .
6.2 Proof of Theorem 1.3
To prove Theorem 1.3 we first prove the following theorem.
Theorem 6.2. For any Γ ą 0, η P R, 0 ď θ ă 1{16, there exists β0 “ β0pΓ, η, θq ą 0 such that
the following holds. Let L ą 1, let v P ΛfreeL , let pλjq, j P Λ, be a collection of pΓ, η, θq-sub-Gaussian
functions, let β ă β0 and let y “ py0, y1q P ΛfreeL with y1 ă L ´ 1. Then there exists a positive
absolute constant c ą 0 such that
Eβ,ΛfreeL ,λΛ,v
«
exp
”
´ 2πβ
Lÿ
t“y0
´
φpt,y1q ´ φpt,y1`1q `
2π
2
¯ıff
ě pL´ y0 ` 1q´cβ . (6.2)
Theorem 1.3 immediately follows from Theorem 6.2. Indeed, let L ą 1 and y “ py0, y1q, v P ΛfreeL
with y ă L´ 1. As in the proof of Theorem 1.1 (see (5.1)), for any β ą 0,
Eβ{p2πq2,ΛfreeL ,FN ,v
”
e
´ β
2π
řL
t“y0 φpt,y1q´φpt,y1`1q
ı
NÑ8ÝÝÝÝÑ EIV
β,ΛfreeL ,v
”
e
´βřLt“y0 mpt,y1q´mpt,y1`1qı .
Therefore, applying Theorem 6.2 with β replaced by βp2πq2 we conclude that
E
IV
β,ΛfreeL ,v
«
exp
˜
´β
Lÿ
t“y0
ˆ
mpt,y1q ´mpt,y1`1q `
1
2
˙¸ff
ě pL´ y0 ` 1q´
cβ
p2πq2 , 0 ă β ă β0 ¨ p2πq2.
Comparing the last inequality with Proposition (6.1), and recalling that Λ˚L is isomorphic to Λ
free
L`1,
implies Theorem 1.3 for vertices x “ px0, x1q P ΛzeroL with distpx, zq “ L ´ x0. The statement of
Theorem 1.3 for general x P ΛzeroL follows from the lattice symmetries.
Therefore we are left with proving Theorem 6.2. To this end, fix Γ ą 0, η P R, 0 ď θ ă 1{16,
L ą 1, v P ΛfreeL , a collection of pΓ, η, θq-sub-Gaussian functions pλjq, j P Λ, and y “ py0, y1q P ΛfreeL
with y1 ă L´ 1. For notational simplicity, denote by ∆fL the graph Laplacian of ΛfreeL .
The proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 1.5 (see Section 3). To obtain an equality
similar to (1.12), we define fy : Λ
free
L Ñ R by
fypx0, x1q “
$&
%
1 y0 ď x0 ă L, x1 “ y1,
´1 y0 ď x0 ă L, x1 “ y1 ` 1,
0 otherwise.
(6.3)
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Note that the observable in the left-hand side of (6.2) is now of the form
exp
”
´ 2πβxφ, fyy ´ p2πq
2βpL´ y0q
2
ı
.
As in (1.5), define σVil : ΛfreeL Ñ R to be the solution of"
∆fLσ
Vil “ 2πfy,
σVilv “ 0.
Now, a change of variables φj Ñ φj ` σVilj yields
Eβ,ΛfreeL ,λΛ,v
“
e´2πβxφ,fyy´
p2πq2βpL´y0q
2
‰ “ Z´1
β,ΛfreeL ,λΛ,v
e
p2πq2β
2
xfy ,p´∆fLq´1fyy´ p2πq
2β
2
pL´y0qZβ,ΛfreeL ,λΛ,vpσ
Vilq,
(6.4)
where Zβ,ΛfreeL ,λΛ,v
pσq is defined in (3.2). Let β0 be the positive number given by Theorem 1.6. The
equality in that theorem states that
Zβ,Λfree
L
,λΛ,v
pσVilq “
ÿ
N PF
cN ZN pσVilq, β ă β0, (6.5)
where ZN pσq is defined in (3.4).
Denote by ras2π the unique b P r´π, πq, such that a ´ b is an integer multiple of 2π. Same
calculation to the calculation in Section 3, with y is replaced with rys2π in Claim 3.1, yields
ZN pσVilq
ZN p0q ě exp
`´D4 ÿ
̺PN
|zpβ, ̺,N q|rxσVil, ̺ys22π
˘
. (6.6)
We require the following replacement for Claim 3.2 tailored to the structure of σVil.
Claim 6.3. Let D ą 0. There exists 0 ă β1 ď β0 such that
ÿ
̺PN
|zpβ, ̺,N q| ¨ rxσVil, ̺ys22π ď
β
D
¨ lnpL´ y0 ` 1q, β ă β1, N P F . (6.7)
To finish the proof, we use the following claim.
Claim 6.4. There exists a positive absolute constant D5 such that
xfy, p´∆fLq´1fyy ě pL´ y0q ´D5 ¨ lnpL´ y0 ` 1q y “ py0, y1q P ΛfreeL , y1 ă L´ 1. (6.8)
Applying Claim 6.3 with D “ D4 and substituting back in (6.4), and using Claim 6.4 yields
Eβ,Λfree
L
,λΛ,v
“
D
β
ΛfreeL ,y
pφq‰ ě exp ”´ β lnpL´ y0 ` 1qp1` p2πq2D5{2qı,
which finishes the proof of Theorem 6.2.
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6.3 Proof of Claims 6.3 and 6.4
The proof of the two claims relies on the properties of the Green function p´∆fLq´1. It is technically
convenient to replace this Green function by p´∆p2Lq´1, where ∆p2L defined as the graph Laplacian
of Λper2L , as this latter Green function is invariant to translations. Our first task is thus to establish
a link between the two Green functions.
Define a linear expansion operator Tfp : R
ΛfreeL Ñ RΛper2L by
Tfprf spa,bq “ fpminta,2L´1´au,mintb,2L´1´buq, f : ΛfreeL Ñ R, pa, bq P Λper2L ,
so that Tfprf s is formed by ‘reflecting f across the principal axes’. The definition of Tfp is chosen to
complement the definition (1.1) of the Laplacian so that
∆p2L ˝ Tfp “ Tfp ˝∆fL.
This readily implies, taking care that ∆´1Λ is only a pseudoinverse as in (1.2), that
Tfp ˝ p∆fLq´1 “ p∆p2Lq´1 ˝ Tfp. (6.9)
With the above link in hand, we proceed to point out several simple properties of the Green
function p´∆p2Lq´1. Our starting point is the equality
B1BT1 ` B2BT2 “ ´∆p2L, (6.10)
where B1, B2 : RΛ
per
2L Ñ RΛper2L are the backward difference (linear) operators in the first and second
coordinate, respectively, as given by
pB1fqpa,bq :“ fpa, bq ´ fppa´ 1q mod 2L, bq, f : ΛfreeL Ñ R, pa, bq P Λper2L ,
pB2fqpa,bq :“ fpa, bq ´ fpa, pb´ 1q mod 2Lq, f : ΛfreeL Ñ R, pa, bq P Λper2L .
With this definition, (6.10) and using the translation invariance of ∆p2L, it follows in a straight-
forward manner that
pB1qT p´∆p2Lq´1B1 ` pB2qT p´∆p2Lq´1B2 “ I, I is the identity on tf :
ÿ
jPΛ2L
fpjq “ 0u, (6.11)
B1p∆p2Lq´1B2 “ B2p∆p2Lq´1B1. (6.12)
It also immediately follows by translation invariance that
p∆p2Lq´1p0,0q,pt,sq “ p∆p2Lq´1pa,bq,pa`t mod 2L,b`s mod 2Lq, pa, bq, pt, sq P Λper2L ,
which allows us to reduce the Green function to the function G2L : Λ
per
2L Ñ R defined by
G2Lpt, sq :“ p´∆p2Lq´1p0,0q,pt,sq, pt, sq P Λper2L .
It is a well known fact that there exists a positive absolute constant D6 such that
G2Lp0, 0q ´G2Lp2a, 0q ď D6 lnpa` 1q, a ě 0. (6.13)
To make use of (6.9) we denote by Fy : Λ
p
2L Ñ R the function
Fypa, bq :“
$&
%
1 y0 ď a ď 2L´ 1´ y0, b “ y1,
´1 y0 ď a ď 2L´ 1´ y0, b “ 2L´ 2´ y1,
0 otherwise,
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and note that
B2Fy “ Tfpfy. (6.14)
Recalling that V pΛfreeL q “ t0, 1, . . . , L´ 1u2 and V pΛper2L q “ t0, 1, . . . , 2L´ 1u2, it is convenient to
regard ΛfreeL as a subgraph of Λ
per
2L . We are now ready to prove Claim 6.4. We will also show that
xB1Fy, p´∆p2Lq´1B1Fyy ď D5 ¨ lnpL´ y0 ` 1q. (6.15)
Proof of Claim 6.4 and (6.15). Denote by 1ΛfreeL
: Λper2L Ñ R the function satisfying 1ΛfreeL pjq “ 1 for
j P ΛfreeL and 0 otherwise. It is straightforward to see by (6.14) that B2pFy ¨ 1ΛfreeL qpjq “ fypjq if
j P ΛfreeL and B2pFy ¨ 1ΛfreeL qpjq “ 0 otherwise. Therefore, by (6.9) and (6.14),
xfy, p´∆fLq´1fyy “ xB2pFy ¨ 1Λfree
L
q, p´∆p2Lq´1B2Fyy “ xFy ¨ 1ΛfreeL , B
T
2 p´∆p2Lq´1B2Fyy
“ xFy ¨ 1ΛfreeL , pI ´ B
T
1 p´∆p2Lq´1B1qFyy “ pL´ y0q ´ xB1pFy ¨ 1ΛfreeL q, p´∆
p
2Lq´1B1Fyy.
It is straightforward to check that (using (6.13))
xB1pFy ¨ 1ΛfreeL q, p´∆
p
2Lq´1B1Fyy “ γ1pyq ` γ2pyq ď D6 ¨ lnpL´ y0 ` 1q `D6 ln 2,
xB1Fy, p´∆p2Lq´1B1Fyy “ 4γG,1pyq ď D6 ¨ lnpL´ y0 ` 1q,
where
γ1pyq :“ G2L
`
0, 0
˘ ´G2L`0, 2pL´ y1q˘ ´G2L`2pL´ 1´ y0q, 0˘ `G2L`2pL´ 1´ y0q, 2pL ´ y1q˘,
γ2pyq :“ G2L
`
0, L´ 1´ y1
˘´G2L`0, L` 1´ y1˘´G2L`2pL´ 1´ y0q, L´ 1´ y1˘
`G2L
`
2pL´ 1´ y0q, L` 1´ y1
˘
,
which finishes the proof.
Proof of Claim 6.3. For notational simplicity, denote σ :“ σVil. The proof is similar to the proof of
Claim 3.2. Our starting point is
rxσ, ̺ys22π ď 2|Dp̺q|
ÿ
j,ℓPDp̺q
j∼ℓ
c2tj,ℓurσj ´ σℓs22π,
for integer ctj,ℓu satisfying |ctj,ℓu| ď 12‖̺‖22 (where we used |ra ` bs2π| ď |ras2π| ` |rbs2π|, a, b P R).
The proof continues identically to the proof of Claim 3.2 (with D ¨D5 replacing D) and yields
ÿ
̺PN
|zpβ, ̺,N q| ¨ rxσ, ̺ys22π ď
β
D ¨D5
ÿ
j∼ℓ
rσj ´ σℓs22π. (6.16)
We continue by separately analysing rσj ´σℓs22π for horizontal and vertical edges tj, ℓu. Suppose
tj, ℓu is horizontal and that j has the larger first coordinate (i.e. j0 “ ℓ0 ` 1). Then, by (6.12),
σj ´ σℓ “ 2π
“p∆fLq´1fypjq ´ p∆fLq´1fypℓq‰
“ 2π“p∆p2Lq´1Tfpfypjq ´ p∆p2Lq´1Tfpfypℓq‰ “ 2π`B1p∆p2Lq´1Tfpfy˘pjq
“ 2π`B1p∆p2Lq´1B2Fy˘pjq “ 2π`B2p∆p2Lq´1B1Fy˘pjq
“ 2π“`p∆p2Lq´1B1Fy˘pjq ´ p∆p2Lq´1B1Fy˘pℓq‰
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Now suppose tj, ℓu is vertical and that j has the larger second coordinate (i.e. j1 “ ℓ1 ` 1). Then,
similarly to the previous case, using (6.11) and the fact that Fypjq is integer for j P Λper2L ,
rσj ´ σℓs22π “ r2π
`BT2 p∆p2Lq´1B2Fy˘pjqs22π “ r2π`Fy ´ BT1 p∆p2Lq´1B1Fy˘pjqs22π
“ r2π`BT1 p∆p2Lq´1B1Fy˘pjqs22π “ 2π“`p∆p2Lq´1B1Fy˘pjq ´ p∆p2Lq´1B1Fy˘pℓq‰22π.
Now, using (6.15),ÿ
j∼ℓ
rσj ´ σℓs22π ď
ÿ
j∼ℓ
pσj ´ σℓq2 “ xB1Fy, p´∆p2Lq´1B1Fyy ď D5 lnpL´ y0 ` 1q,
which completes the proof by substituting the last inequality in (6.16).
7 Discussion and Open Questions
In this paper we presented the Fro¨hlich-Spencer proof for delocalization of the two-dimensional
integer-valued Gaussian free field at high temperature and for power-law decay of correlations in
the two-dimensional plane rotator model with Villain interaction at low temperature. Our under-
standing of these and related models is still rather incomplete and in this section we mention some
of the outstanding open problems (see also the discussion by Velenik [20]).
Scaling limit. What is the scaling limit of the two-dimensional integer-valued discrete Gaussian
free field with small β? The results of Fro¨hlich and Spencer suggest that it converges to the (massless)
continuum Gaussian free field but no proof is available.
Maximum. Recall that ΛfreeL is the subgraph of Z
2 with vertex set t0, 1, . . . , L ´ 1u2. The
maximum of the two-dimensional real-valued discrete Gaussian free field on ΛfreeL (defined in (1.3))
is of order logL (with much more refined information available). Is the same true for the integer-
valued discrete Gaussian free field with small β? Proposition 1.2 implies an upper bound with this
order of magnitude.
Gibbs states of the plane rotator model. It is known that the plane rotator model has a
unique translation-invariant Gibbs state [3] at every temperature. It is expected that, in fact, it has
a unique Gibbs state but this remains unproven.
Integer-valued random surfaces with general interaction potentials. Let u “ punqnPZ be
a sequence satisfying un “ u´n. One may define an integer-valued random surface with interaction
function u as follows. Given a finite, connected graph Λ and vertex v P Λ, the measure µIVu,Λ,v on
functions m : ΛÑ Z is given by
dµIVu,Λ,v “
1
ZIVu,Λ,v
exp
«
´
ÿ
j∼ℓ
umj´mℓ
ff
¨ dδ0pmvq
ź
jPΛztvu
dcountpZqpmjq
where δ0 is the Dirac delta measure at 0, dcountpZq is the counting measure on Z, and the normalization
constant ZIVu,Λ,v normalizes the measure µ
IV
u,Λ,v to be a probability measure, which is possible assuming
suitable decay properties of u. The corresponding expectation is denoted by EIVu,Λ,v. An outstanding
challenge is to analyze the fluctuations of such surfaces, e.g., when Λ is a subset of the hypercubic
lattice Zd. Versions of the standard Peierls argument apply when the ratio un{u0 grows sufficiently
rapidly, and show that the surface is in a localized phase, with uniformly bounded variance at every
vertex. In fact, localization is predicted to always (perhaps with mild growth assumptions on u)
occur in dimensions d ě 3 but is generally unknown. The main result in this direction is provided
by Go¨pfert and Mack [12] who proved that the the integer-valued discrete Gaussian free field in
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dimension d “ 3 is localized and, remarkably, has exponential decay of correlations (positive mass)
at all positive inverse temperatures β. In contrast, one expects the random surface to be delocalized
in two dimensions for a large class of interaction sequences u, but the only available results are those
of Fro¨hlich and Spencer [9] on the integer-valued discrete Gaussian free field and the Solid-On-Solid
model (when un “ |n|). It is of interest to extend the methods of [9] to more general interaction
potentials (some steps in this direction are in [9, Lemma 4.3, Section 6 and Section 7]). In this
regard we put forward the following conjecture.
Conjecture. Let U : R Ñ R be smooth and satisfy Upxq “ Up´xq and limxÑ8Upxq{xα “ 8
for some α ą 0. For each M ą 0 define uM “ puMn q by uMn :“ Upn{Mq. Then there exists some
M0pUq ą 0 such that for each M ąM0pUq,
lim
LÑ8
E
IV
uM ,ΛfreeL ,p0,0q
´
m2pL´1,L´1q
¯
logpLq ą 0.
In the special case that Upxq “ |x|α for some α ą 0 the conjecture states that the models with
un “ β|n|α will delocalize in two dimensions at sufficiently low β (depending on α), extending the
results of Fro¨hlich and Spencer which apply to α “ 1, 2.
Acknowledgements. We thank Ju¨rg Fro¨hlich for explaining to the second author the proof of
Proposition 1.2 from his work with Park [8].
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